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1. Executive Summary
1.1 About this document
The main objective of this document is to present and analyse the results of the Social Challenges
Innovation Platform and of the three #SoChange call for solutions launched on the
www.socialchallenges.eu website.
By analysing both the Challenges and the Solutions received within all three calls, and comparing
them with metrics as diverse as city size and web traffic, it makes some observations regarding
challenge-based innovation in Europe, particularly in support of social challenges.

1.2 SCHIP at a glance
SocialChallenges.eu made available a challenge-driven platform allowing:
•

Local Authorities, NGOs and private stakeholders (labelled as “Challenge Owners”) to
post pressing social challenges to solve all around Europe,

•

and for social entrepreneurs (labelled as “Solution Providers”) to apply with their
innovative solutions, competing for a 30k € grant.

The diagram sets out both the overall process and some of the early numbers achieved so far:
83
challenges
launched
•48 cities &
regions

498
Solutions
received

81
Solutions
granted

•SMEs, startups •Grant: €30k
& solopreneurs: •Mentoring: 6
78%
months
•NGOs: 19%

Launch
Company or
Product

Final
Pitch
•Solutions
compete for a
contract with
Challenge
Owners

•First client
built in

In brief:
•
•
•
•

•

almost 50 cities and regions in 18 countries posted 83 social challenges to
SocialChallenges.eu, tackling areas as diverse as sustainable food and smart cities.
these Challenges provoked almost 500 Solutions: creative ideas, pitched principally by
startups, SMEs and other for-profit organisations from 36 countries
our 3rd Call for Solutions, closed in September 2018, brought to 81 the number of creative
ideas now shortlisted.
each shortlisted Solution Provider wins a €30k grant and six months of support from local
business mentors to develop a Minimum Viable Product and show that they can
effectively solve the proposed challenges
the six months implementation period is followed by a final demonstration, after which
each ‘Challenge Owner’ chooses they want to continue working together with the selected
Solution Providers.

Result: 81 promising ideas implemented, solving real-world needs
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EPIM: Two more Challenges, 120 more Solutions

The challenge-based approach was so successful that the European Programme
for Integration and Migration (EPIM) ‘piggybacked’ on the platform during the
project, posting two Challenges concerning integrating migrants into European
society.

The two challenges generated 121 Solutions:
•

Rethinking Inclusion of Migrant Women (57 solutions)

•

Rethinking Inclusion of young migrant men (64 solutions)

The 121 solutions came from 21 countries, right.
As in the previous calls, Italy submitted the most
Solutions (20) followed by Spain (17) and France
(11). Winners will be chosen in late 2018.
While EPIM was not technically part of the SCHIP
project, results of these Calls are included in this
report to provide additional insights.
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1.3 Key insights
The above figures clearly indicate that SCHIP has successfully piloted challenge-based
innovation in support of social challenges across Europe.
Those figures, however, are averaged across all three Calls and all 48 participating cities/regions.
The rest of this report digs into this data to find insights. The top 4 insights follow, illustrating that:
•

Smaller cities can punch above their weight, competing with much larger cities for
start-ups and innovative solutions, on platforms such as SCHIP

•

Local promotion is crucial

•

Some areas attract more interest than others – cities with Challenges in fields which are
less attractive to Solution Providers need to compensate with additional promotion

•

The vast majority (78,2%) of Solutions were submitted by for-profit entities (SMEs,
startups and VAT professionals)

•

While national borders matter, they are not obstacles:

•

o

while Solution Providers prefer local Challenges, they didn’t hesitate to look
abroad

o

a solid minority (35%) of Winners crossed national borders to solve a Challenge

By the 3rd Call, around half of the Challenges and Solutions were from countries, regions
and organisations unconnected to the ‘local nodes’ in the project, indicating that the
platform is becoming self-sustaining.

i)

Smaller cities can punch above their weight

Larger European cities are generally more successful at attracting startups from elsewhere, and
keeping the startups which emerge from within them. This is a worrying trend for Europe – if taken
to its logical conclusion, most of Europe’s small to mid-sized cities will be ‘hollowed out’ of talent
and growth, which will be concentrated in a handful of megacities such as London or Berlin.
However, with all cities/regions on SCHIP using the same platform, can smaller cities
compete on an equal footing with their larger counterparts?
The cities and regions in SCHIP skewed towards the larger end of the spectrum, reflecting the
fact that it was a pilot project that needed to minimise risks in order to experiment with adapting
challenge-based innovation to social challenges.
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Despite this, some of the smaller cities in SCHIP achieved better results than their larger
counterparts.
The graph on the previous page sets this out very clearly: while the larger cities, to the right of
the graph, on average received more Solutions, there were many smaller cities (to the left) that
did better than average. In brief:
•
•
•

the “average SCHIP city” launched 1.77 Challenges and received 10 Solutions,
Lieuwaarden (NL; population: 108k) and Angiers (FR, population: 148k), on the other
hand, both launched 5 Challenges each and received 41 and 40 Solutions respectively,
many much larger cities generated far less activity.

ii)

Effort in, Results out

All cities used the same website and the same approach, so why this variation?
There does not seem to be a single explanation, although the following graph makes it clear that
local promotion is crucial to success:

There is a good correlation between website traffic (a proxy for the city/region’s promotional
efforts) and the number of Challenges generated (above). The correlation is even stronger for
Solutions (below).
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iii)

Some Themes are inherently more attractive to Solution Providers

Another factor, affecting only the number of Solutions, is the nature of the Challenges.
Examining the data in terms of Challenges and Solutions across Europe reveals high variation:
•

the most ‘popular’ Challenge received 24 Solutions,

•

the next seven Challenges received 90 Solutions between them

•

at the other end of the scale, 15 Challenges received under 3 Solutions each.

This phenomenon is common on platforms, where a small number of ‘high performers’ make as
much impact as a ‘long tail’.
While some of this variation may be due to differences in promotion, it is also possible that some
Challenges may attract more Solutions simply because there are more Solution Providers in the
relevant sector, and/or some Challenges are inherently more ‘attractive’ than others to startups
and SMEs.
This can be seen in the following graph, which shows the number of Challenges per Theme
(defined by the Commission before the first Call), and the number of Solutions those Challenges
received.

The graph shows that some Themes may naturally attract more Solutions than others: Challenges
in the Themes of Aging, Youth, Refugees-Migration and Smart-cities all received more Solutions
per Challenge than average, even while some (e.g., Youth) only had one Challenge.
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iv)

Crossborder openness

Which cities and regions were most open to Challenges and Solutions from other
countries?
The ‘openness’ of the countries, cities and regions on SocialChallenges.eu to Challenges and
Solutions from outside their national borders can be measured using two metrics:
•

Solution Providers’ horizons: did Solution Providers focus their pitches on ‘local
Challenges’ (i.e., Challenges from their ‘home country’), or did they pitch solutions to
Challenges across Europe, wherever relevant?

•

Solutions from across borders: did the Challenge Owners from a city/region select
proportionately more Solutions from local Providers, or from Providers from other
countries?

Note that the figures below account for how many Solutions were pitched from local and nonlocal Solution Providers: it is impossible for Challenge Owners to select winners from outside their
home country if they did not receive any Pitches.
These figures therefore need to be viewed with some caution, particularly when they concern a
Challenge which did not receive many Solutions – one Solution more, or less, from another
country changes the picture a great deal when there are only a handful of Solutions in total.
Nevertheless, they show that:
1) Solution Providers prefer local Challenges, but don’t hesitate to look abroad
The graph, below, shows, per country:
•

Green line (left axis): the number of Challenges from that country

•

Blue bar (right axis): the proportion% of Solutions pitched by Solution Providers to nonlocal Challenges (i.e., Challenges in other countries)

Unsurprisingly, the higher the number of Challenges in a country, the lower the number of
Solutions submitted from that country to Challenges elsewhere. The reverse is also true. In short:
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•

if there are local opportunities, Solution Providers from most countries will prefer them

•

if there are not, Solution Providers from most countries do not hesitate to look elsewhere.
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2) A solid minority (35%) of Winners crossed national borders to solve a Challenge
The following graph shows, for most cities and regions on the platform*:
•

the total number of Solutions received to Challenges from the country

•

the proportion of ‘local’ Solutions (i.e., from organisations from the same country, although
not necessarily the same region)

•

the proportion of ‘local’ Winners - i.e., the fraction of local Solution Providers which won a
grant.

(*) The graph does not include all countries as some had either no local or no external solutions,
making the comparison meaningless.

For most countries and regions, the proportion of local Winners was marginally above the
proportion of local Solution Providers.
However, in most cases the difference was one or less additional local Winners. In Austria, for
example, 2 Challenges received 28 solutions, of which 18 (64%) came from Austrian
organisations. Of the 5 Winners to these Challenges, therefore, one would expect 3.2 from Austria
and 1.8 from elsewhere. But one cannot choose 3.2 local Winners – it is necessarily a whole
number! In the event, 4 Winners were Austrian.
Next door, Hungary swung the other way: while just under half (47%) of the Solutions were local,
only two out of the five (40%) of the Winners were.
In terms of being most open to Solutions from elsewhere in Europe, however, Croatia comes
first: all but three of the Solutions to its Challenges came from outside Croatia, as did all of its
Winners.
In total, a third of all Winning Solutions crossed a national border to solve a Challenge in another
country. This figure, moreover, completely hides the flow of innovative solutions within countries.
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v)

Towards a self-sustaining platform

Around half of the Challenges and Solutions to the 3rd Call were ‘spontaneous’, indicating
that the platform was by then becoming self-sustaining.
Launching any sort of online platform means tackling the ‘chicken-and-egg' problem: because
nobody joins an empty platform, most platforms stay empty, and die.
The SCHIP project therefore leveraged the networks of two of its partners – EBN and Impact Hub
– to bring their members and local partners to the project to promote the platform and its
opportunities to their local community.
Coupled with the previous point concerning the link between promotion and results, it is clear that
these networks were crucial to get the message out initially: without them, it was unlikely that we
would have generated so many Challenges and Solutions for the first Call, when the Platform
was brand new.
The data shows that while web traffic and Challenges stayed steady in Call 2, the number of
Solutions dropped. By Call 3, all three metrics had dropped further. This can be explained by the
fact that the local partners had ‘exhausted’ their contacts.
What is not shown, however, is far more significant: around half of the Challenges and
Solutions received to the 3rd Call were from countries, regions and organisations
unconnected to our local nodes, indicating that the platform is becoming self-sustaining.

SocialChallenges & the SME Instrument

The map, right, shows the geographical distribution of the
“3208 companies funded under the SME Instrument…
SMEs from Spain and Italy account for one third of both
applicants and funded companies”1.
Italy and Spain were also the source of many Solutions
and Winners on the Social Challenges platform, as can be
seen from the maps below. However, these maps also
show important differences, with relatively more Solutions
and Winners from other countries in Southern and
Eastern Europe on the Social Challenges platform:

1

2018 SME Instrument Report, published by the Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (EASME).
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CHALLENGES
2.1 How many challenges were received?
2.2 Where did the challenges come from?
2.3 What were the challenges about?
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2. Challenges
2.1 How many challenges were received?
Thanks to the help of local nodes (pre-identified within the EBN and Impact HUB network), we
identified 30 challenges for the first call of www.socialchallenges.eu; 29 challenges for the second
call and 24 for the last call. Thus, resulting in a total of 83 challenges. While in the first call all
challenges came from nodes, in the second and in the third one they also came spontaneously
from various applicants.

2.2 Where did the challenges come from?
Challenges have been collected from 18 countries. The most active dynamic countries in
submitting challenges were Italy (15 challenges – 18%), and France (9 challenges – 11%).

COUNTRIES
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Spain
Sweden
UK
TOTAL

CHALLENGES
2
4
2
3
3
9
2
2
3
2
15
7
1
8
8
4
3
5
83

2%
5%
2%
4%
4%
11%
2%
2%
4%
2%
18%
8%
1%
10%
10%
5%
4%
6%
100%

There are 48 cities involved in the challenges received under the three #SoChange calls for
solutions. The core audience (55%) are cities under 250.000 inhabitants, which are the most
common type of city in Europe (83%). According to the Commission’s report: “Cities in Europe
- The new OECD-EC definition”2, the average city in Europe has between 50.000 and 100.000
inhabitants (51% of European cities)

2

Consult the full report here: http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/information/publications/regionalfocus/2012/cities-in-europe-the-new-oecd-ec-definition
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2.3 What were the challenges about?
Before opening the calls, two topics: “Social inclusion - Gender” and “Environment - Food”, were
the ones with most challenges received.

*MADRID, (Diversity in the public administration) is included in two topics: Employment-Skills and Social
Inclusion – Gender.
*MADRID, (Sustainable roofs in Madrid) is included in two topics: Environment-Food and Smart citiesMobility.
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Below a distribution of the topics by city can be seen.

The complete list of all challenges published on SocialChallenges.eu, divided per country, city,
name of challenge, challenge owner and topic, can be found in the annex.
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SOLUTIONS & WINNERS
3.1 How many solutions were received?
3.2 Where did the solutions come from?
3.3 What sort of organisations submitted them?
3.4 Which challenges were most popular?
3.6 Where did the Grant Winners come from?
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3. Solutions received
3.1 How many solutions were received?
In total numbers, 502 applications have been accounted with an average of almost 6
applications per challenge.
•

The application period of the 1st call launched on www.socialchallenges.eu ended on 21st
December 2017 at 23.59. In total 225 applications were received (out of which 8 resulted
to be double submitted / incorrect).

•

The application period of the 2nd call launched on www.socialchallenges.eu ended on
15th April 2018 at 23.59. In total 167 applications were received (out of which 5 resulted
to be double submitted / incorrect).

•

The application period of the 3rd call launched on www.socialchallenges.eu ended on
15th July 2018 at 23.59. In total 110 applications were received (out of which 2 resulted
to be double submitted / incorrect).

As said in the executive summary, while the 1st call was exclusively managed by local nodes, in
the following ones the opportunity to post challenges was given also to external users. Clearly,
these external users couldn’t rely on the same network of local nodes, and this has been
reflected in the lower reach-out of “independent” challenges launched on-line.

250

140000
120000

200
100000
150

80000
60000

100

40000
50
20000
0

0
Call 1: 21 sept-21 dic

Call 2: 15 jan-15apr
Challenges
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Solutions

Call 3: 15 apr-15jul
Page views

•

On the 1st call, there were, on average, 7 solutions received per challenge. The most
popular challenge was “Make conscious consumption mainstream in Vienna” (Austria)
with 17 applications. On the other hand, the least popular was “Ashes enrich the soil”
(Spain) with 0 solutions.

•

On the 2nd call, there were, on average, 5 solutions received per challenge. The most
popular challenge was “From job seekers to job creators!” (Italy) with 13 applications.
On the other hand, the least popular were “Environmental education for disadvantageous
people” (Hungary) and “The Charterhouse Heritage Park project and Digital Creative
Quarter” (UK) both with 0 solutions.
Social Challenges Innovation Platform: Impact Report

•

On the 3rd call, there were, on average, 4.5 solutions received per challenge. The most
popular challenge was “Localise the Sustainable Development Goals (Sdgs) To Action!”
(Netherlands) with 24 applications. On the other hand, the least popular were “Joint
Stock Company For Good (Società Per Azioni Buone)” (Italy), “Broadband Access In
Rural Gaeltacht Areas!” (Ireland), “Encourage A Sustainable Society With Daylicacy”
(Sweden), “Distribute Unsold Goods To Non-Profit Organisation” (Belgium), and
“Improve Efficiency Of Social Treatment Of Mental Dis-Ability” (Belgium) all of them with
0 solutions.

3.2 Where did the solutions come from?
Applications have been received from 36 countries. The top 5 countries from which applicants
to the call participated have been 1) Italy, 2) Netherlands, 3) Spain, 4) UK and 5) France.
Applicants from the top 5 countries together represents the 55.53 % of the total applications.
The most active countries in proposing solutions were Italy (91 solutions – 18,65%), Netherlands
(58 solutions – 11,89%), and Spain (57 solutions – 11,68%).
In the following figure there is shown a distribution of the solutions received according to their
nationalities:

100
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70
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60
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50
40
30
20
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33

32
25

24
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5
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3.3 What sort of organisations submitted them?
Solutions were received for the vast majority (78,2%) from for profit entities (SMEs, startups and
VAT professionals). While 80 applications (19%) came from no-profit entities (associations,
NGOs) and very few (15 applications) were received from educational institutions (universities).
400

Type of organization

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Cooperative

Foundation

Non-Profit

Registered
Association

University

Profit Entities

Call 1

0

0

36

0

4

178

Call 2

2

3

36

3

6

114

Call 3

0

7

8

10

5

79
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3.4 Which challenges were most popular, and why?
10% of the challenges received 21% of the solutions.
The 8 (out of 83) top challenges received together 21% of the total applications:
1) “Localise The Sustainable Development Goals (Sdgs) To Action!” in Amsterdam (24
applications)
2) “Make conscious consumption mainstream” in Vienna (17 applications)
3) “From job seekers to job creators!” in Bologna (13 applications)
4) “Social farming in the Apennines” in Bologna (12 applications)
5) “Integration and economic independence of immigrants” in Leeuwarden (12 applications)
6) “Climate protection now!” in Munich (12 applications)
7) “Connecting the elderly with care-givers to improve social inclusion” in Zagreb (12
applications)
8) “Building Social Labs for Integration!” in Munich (12 applications)

At the other end of the spectrum, as mentioned earlier, 7 challenges received no solutions at all.

vi)

Topic popularity

The following graph shows the number of Challenges per Theme (defined by the Commission
before the first Call), and the number of Solutions those Challenges received.

Some Themes may naturally attract more Solutions than others: Challenges in the Themes of
Aging, Youth, Refugees-Migration and Smart-cities all received more Solutions per Challenge
than average, even while some (e.g., Youth) only had one Challenge.
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vii)

Promotional input

Promotion has been carried out both at central and EU level by SocialChallenges.eu platform
and its partners (META, EBN, IMPACT HUB), and at local level by nodes.
As set out earlier, there is a good correlation between website traffic (a proxy for the city/region’s
promotional efforts) and the number of Challenges generated (below), with an even stronger
correlation with Solutions (next page):
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3.5 Where did the winners come from?
After a careful revision and analysis of the Solutions, 41 applications were selected and granted
on the first call, 27 on the second call and 13 on the last call, to tackle the European social
challenges promoted through the platform. This makes a total of 81 grants that had been
distributed across Europe.
ORIGIN OF
WINNERS
Austria
Belgium
Cyprus
Denmark
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
UK
TOTAL

22

TIMES THEY
WON
6
2
3
1
7
1
4
3
2
20
9
3
2
1
9
2
3
3
81

%
7%
2%
4%
1%
9%
1%
5%
4%
2%
25%
11%
4%
2%
1%
11%
2%
4%
4%
100%
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EPIM
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4. EPIM
The European Programme for Integration and Migration (EPIM) joined the platform
posting two Challenges concerning the integration of migrants into European society.
Here, it is only shown a first idea of the results since the evaluation process has not finished
(results will be unveiled in November 2018).
There were two challenges:
-

Rethinking Inclusion of Migrant Women (57 solutions)

-

Rethinking Inclusion of young migrant men (64 solutions)

These two challenges collected 121 solutions from 21 countries. As in the previous calls, Italy
was the country which submitted the most solutions (20) followed by Spain (17) and then France
(11).

There were 21 solutions that were submitted to both challenges, since the idea of their projects
was applicable to both challenges.
This first results are aligned with the ones collected in previous calls.
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5. ANNEXES
The following Annexes provide tables of all applications per challenge and applicant. Nationality
has also been indicated.

5.1 CHALLENGES PUBLISHED ON-LINE
CALL 1
COUNTRY

CITY

CHALLENGE

CHALLENGE
OWNER

TOPIC

ITALY

Agrigento

FARM CULTURAL
PARK

Social
Gender

FRANCE

Angers

Make my City Better! by
FARM
CULTURAL
PARK
INNOWASTE

PAVIC

Environment-Food

Accessibility
for
everyone & everywhere
Reconnect generations

PAVIC

Smartcities-Mobility

PAVIC

Aging

Fondazione
Grameen Italia
ESSRG Ltd

Employment-Skills

Inclusion-

ITALY

Bologna

HUNGARY

Budapest

Social Farming in the
Appennines
Collaborative Research

SPAIN

Burgos

Ashes enrich the soil

Geseco

Environment-Food

PORTUGAL

Castelo
Branco

Nutrition Programme

City Council of
Castelo Branco
City Council of
Castelo Branco

Social
Gender
Aging

Feeding Coventry

Environment-Food

DBF

Social
Gender

Patyna

Aging

SpareSpace

Smartcities-Mobility

MentorProgramma
Friesland
Friesland College
Jong
&
Ondernemend
Fryslân
The Royal Society
for Blind Children
Greater
Manchester
Mayor’s Office
Greencity e.V.

Refugees-Migration

Project Ahead

Social
Gender

UK

Coventry

NETHERLANDS

Leeuwarden

Services
to
elderly
people located in low
density territories
Food poverty - managing
surplus food
From Pubs to Hubs!
Local pubs for rural
economy
Sustainable care system
for the elderly in small
settlements
Find & trigger hidden
entrepreneurship
Integration
and
economic independence
of immigrants
Braindrain in Friesland

UK

London

UK

Manchester

GERMANY

Munich

Climate Protection Now!

ITALY

Naples

Connect Migrants to the
Business Community

25

Level the playing field for
vision impaired students
Breaking the cycle of
homelessness
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Education
Inclusion-

Inclusion-

Youth

Health-Disability
Social
Gender

Inclusion-

Environment-Food
Inclusion-

FRANCE

Narbonne

SOLIDARITY
TRANSPORT

PORTUGAL

Pampilhosa
Da Serra

ITALY

Piacenza

WATER
CONSUMPTION
SAVINGS
Interactive application :
health/ territorial wellbeing
Nicosia
Old
City
Challenge
Social Inclusion and
Well-being for special
communities
Boosting rural areas and
building thriving rural
communities
Mindbook

BULGARIA

Ruse

Know-how NGO

FRANCE

Toulon

AUSTRIA

Vienna

Entrepreneurship Boost
for youngsters
Make
conscious
consumption
mainstream in Vienna
Fight marginalization in
Vienna

CYPRUS

Nicosia

Grand Narbonne
Communauté
d’Agglomération
Grand Narbonne
Communauté
d’Agglomération
Grand Narbonne
Communauté
d’Agglomération
Nicosia
Municipality
Municipality of Dali

Social
Gender

Inclusion-

Social
Gender

Inclusion-

City Council of
Pampilhosa
da
Serra
TICE. Live and
Learn
Bulgarian Centre
for
Not-for-Profit
Law
Toulon
Var
Technologies
EcoBusiness
Vienna

Social
Gender

Inclusion-

EcoBusiness
Vienna

Social
Gender

Environment-Food

Health-Disability

Smartcities-Mobility

Health-Disability
Social
Gender

Inclusion-

Employment-Skills
Environment-Food

Inclusion-

CALL 2
COUNTRY

CITY

CHALLENGE

CHALLENGE
OWNER

TOPIC

PORTUGAL

Agueda
Amsterdam

Municipality
of
Águeda
KIT Royal Tropical
Institute

Employment-Skills

NETHERLANDS

FRANCE

Angers

Employment for young
people
Inclusion
of
visible
minorities, newcomers
and
more
diverse
segments of our city
population in our SDG
House community
Pack Services – Espace
Senior

Angers
Loire
Développement
ALDEV
University of Angers

Aging

WWF Romania

Environment-Food

6th City District,
Municipality
of
Athens, Greece

Social
Gender

Tourism for all
HUNGARY

Armenis

GREECE

Athens
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Real-time
wildlife
monitoring
and
live
behavioural analytics to
reduce human wildlife
conflict
Strengthening the Social
Fabric
in
underprivileged, Athens
downtown districts
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Social
Gender

Inclusion-

Health-Disability

Inclusion-

ITALY

Bologna

ROMANIA

Bucharest

HUNGARY

UK

Budapest

Coventry

ITALY

Ferrara

SPAIN

Madrid

6th City District,
Municipality
of
Athens, Greece

Environment-Food

Fondazione
Grameen Italia
Go Free

Employment-Skills

A.R.T.
Fusion
Association
Teach for Romania

Education

Izibac: learning made fun

Izibac:
learning
made fun
City Council of
Pazmand

Education

Makerspace.hu

Health-Disability

Carers Trust Heart
of England

Health-Disability

Historic
Trust

Smartcities-Mobility

Environmental education
for
disadvantageous
people
Makers with 3D printing
for disabled people
Emotional support for
parents of children with
autism
The
Charterhouse
Heritage Park project
and Digital Creative
Quarter
Security in the city!
Sustainable roofs in
Madrid
Diversity in the public
administration

SPAIN

Malaga

GERMANY

Munich

BULGARIA

Ruse

ROMANIA

Sibiu

SWEDEN

Stockholm

ITALY

Syracuse

ROMANIA

Tulcea

CROATIA

Zagreb
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Sustainable
Food
Systems- Access to
(qualitative & nutritious)
food
From job seekers to job
creators!
Gamification
in
education
A board game for
community development
Support the teacher

Cooperation and work
for migrants
Building Social Labs for
Integration!
Establish a center for
professional realization
for children with special
educational needs
Innovative
planning
instruments for a new
approach to residential
development
School communication
tool
Siracusa
Digital
Inclusion
Innovations for tomorrow
in water management in
refuges in the Danube
Delta
Connecting the elderly
with
care-givers
to
improve social inclusion

Coventry

Education

Education

Education

Consorzio Factory
Grisù
Ayuntamiento
de
Madrid
Instituto Nacional
de Administración
Pública
BANCOSOL
ALIMENTOS
Hans Sauer Stiftung

Social
InclusionGender
Environment-Food

Nov Start EOOD

Health-Disability

Heritas Foundation

Smartcities-Mobility

Futuraskolan AB

Education

Comune di Siracusa

Social
InclusionGender
Environment-Food

Ivan Patzaichin-Mila
23” Association

Zaklada Zajednički
put
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Social
Gender

Inclusion-

Refugees-Migration
Refugees-Migration

Aging

Educating pupils on
climate
change
to
become
active
and
engaged citizens
Access to information for
integration of migrants

Society
for
Sustainable
Development
Design
Centre for Peace
Studies

Energy

Refugees-Migration

CALL 3
COUNTRY

CITIES

CHALLENGE

CHALLENGE
OWNER

TOPICS

ITALY

Agrigento

FARM CULTURAL
PARK

Employment-Skills

NETHERLANDS

Amsterdam

Amsterdam Impact

Education

ROMANIA

Bucharest

All Grow

Education

PORTUGAL

Carregal Do
Sal

Joint Stock Company
For Good (Società Per
Azioni Buone)
Localise
The
Sustainable
Development
Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!
Promoting
Design
Thinking In Education
Integrate To Include
Fixating Human Capital
In Low Density Areas
Get Back To School!

Sal

ITALY

Catania

IRELAND

Donegal

ITALY

Genova

PORTUGAL

Gois

ITALY

Isernia

ITALY

Messina

ITALY

Milano

PORTUGAL

Porto

ITALY

Ragusa

ITALY
IRELAND

Reggio
Emilia
Roscommon

SWEDEN

Stockholm
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Carregal do
Municipality
Carregal do
Municipality
JA ITALIA

Sal

Social
Gender
Social
Gender
Education

InclusionInclusion-

Broadband Access In
Rural Gaeltacht Areas!
Connect Refugees And
Work
Revitalize
The
Agriculture
Give Blood Now!

Údarás
na
Gaeltachta
START REFUGEES

Environment-Food

Camara Municipal
de Goìs
AVIS ISERNIA

Employment-Skills

From The Ground To
Concrete
Solutions:
Brain Drain & Lack Of
Innovation - A Social
Challenge For Messina
Next Mission: Inclusion

INNESTA

Employment - Skills

Spazio Aperto

Refugees-Migration

Reducing The Plastic
Material!
Let Us Study In A Better
Place

Sonae

Environment-Food

Liceo
Scientifico
Statale
"Enrico
Fermi"
Municipality
of
Reggio Emilia
Roscommon Local
Enterprise Office

Education

Daylicacy AB

Environment-Food

Insamlingsstiftelsen
Läxhjälpen
(Läxhjälpen)

Education

Welcome To Reggio
Emilia
Co-Operative ProducerLed Initiative For The
Artisan Food Sector
Encourage
A
Sustainable Society With
Daylicacy
Find Your Space!
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Refugees-Migration

Health - Disability

Employment-Skills
Environment-Food

BELGIUM

Tournai

Social
Inclusion
Of
People
Away
From
Employment
Distribute Unsold Goods
To
Non
Profit
Organisation
Improve
Technical
Characteristics Of Local
Eco-Friendly Wool To
Sustain
Local
Environment
Improve Efficiency Of
Social Treatment Of
Mental Dis-Ability
New Life To Products!

POLAND

Warsaw

CYPRUS

Ypsonas

Mobility And Efficiency In
The Waste Collection!

Une Assiette Pour
Tous

Employment-Skills

La
Maison
Familles

des

Environment-Food

Parc Naturel du
Pays des Collines

Environment-Food

La
Ferme
Enchantée de Merlin
ASBL
HABITAT
FOR
HUMANITY
POLAND
YPSONA
MUNICIPALITY

Health - Disability

Environment-Food

Smart Cities-Mobility

5.2 CALL 1 - RESULTS
CHALLENGE

APPLICANT

SOLUTION

SUMMARY

COUNTRY

Make my City
Better! by FARM
CULTURAL PARK
Make my City
Better! by FARM
CULTURAL PARK
Make my City
Better! by FARM
CULTURAL PARK
Make my City
Better! by FARM
CULTURAL PARK
Make my City
Better! by FARM
CULTURAL PARK

Embrioo.com

Embrioo.com
World
Open
Innovation Platform
PayOh!
helps
FARM CULTURAL
PARK
a
platform
for
change

BG

housedada

PLATFORM FOR
CHANGE. A FARM
Cultural Park guide
CHANGE RULES!

Make my City
Better! by FARM
CULTURAL PARK

Startup Messina

Fellows Farmer

Make my City
Better! by FARM
CULTURAL PARK

University
Palermo

Innovation
platform
for
boosting
creativity
and
entrepreneurship
An online platform that allows
associations
to
create
fundraising for free
Official
web
platform
dynamic,
simple
and
accessible
A guide for learning about
examples of global and local
urban regeneration
A multimedia and interactive
platform that allows users to
experience a series of
contents
A learning package to share
with institution and single
individuals
interested
in
promoting in their own area a
creative and entrepreneurial
initiative
A gaming Platform to engage
stakeholders in sharing a
regenerating urban path by
using a buttom-up approach
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Selectbiz s.r.l.s.

#Shiplab

Analogique

of

professor
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ITA

ITA

ITA

ITA

ITA

ITA

INNOWASTE

Microwaste

Asbestos
again

INNOWASTE

AGROMET SRL

AGROMET SRL

INNOWASTE

APSU

APSU

INNOWASTE

HopHopFood

HOP HOP FOOD
(PARASOL)

INNOWASTE

Garbage Crusher

GARBAGE
CRUSHER

INNOWASTE

Cocycler

Cocycler

INNOWASTE

Free Waste Srl

Innovative
composting

INNOWASTE

Recoubra

Recoubra

INNOWASTE

izzuu.com

INNOWASTE

BioMiMeTiC

THE
ACCESSIBILITY
GPS
VALORIZING
WASTE
WITH
INSECTS
Mapping
accessibility thanks
to a travel guide
ENJOY DRIVING
IN YOUR CITY
AGAIN
COMMUNITYDRIVEN
SHOPPING
N.I.N.A. Now I need
assistance

Accessibility
everyone
everywhere
Accessibility
everyone
everywhere
Accessibility
everyone
everywhere
Accessibility
everyone
everywhere
Accessibility
everyone
everywhere
Accessibility
everyone
everywhere
Accessibility
everyone
everywhere
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for
&

Handiplanet

for
&

PARKING PLUS

for
&

pool.farm

for
&

Technology Shops

for
&

Route4U
Magyarország Kft.

for
&

Bee-Able

for
&

WeMoved

never

Route4U - Walk
and roll, get there
free!
BE ABLE

OUR
EURO
TIMETABLE

Will
provide
asbestos
conversion into inert material
by means of small-scale
reactors, based on thermal
technology.
An innovative chain for
collecting and transforming
organic residues
A microwave reactor for
wastewater treatment
A digital platform already
operational for reducing food
waste of individuals while
creating solidarity for fragile
people through food donation
A
Garbage-flattening
machine which crusher 90%
of the total garbage
A new “collaborative” waste
management actor, highly
involved in awareness raising
An innovative system for the
decomposition of organic
waste through the use of
automated composites
All-in-one
waste
management
solution,
powered by a web based
platform
A smartphone application to
indicate the problem areas

ITA

A facility based on a
biological process called
bioconversion by insect
Digital solution based on
contribution of travelers

FR

Parking management
disabled people

RO

for

ITA

ESP
FR

FR

FR

ITA

FR

BE

FR

A platform for collaborative
shopping in a local level

SWE

Help and assistance to
anyone in need using their
mobile phone
(App) Create the accessibility
survey of 600 km pedestrian
infrastructure in Angers
Smart phone application,
website about accessibility in
the city
Inclusive
public
transportation system

UK
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HU

UK

UK

Accessibility
everyone
everywhere

for
&

Streetco

Reconnect
generations
Reconnect
generations

Avis2sante

Reconnect
generations

CerQana

Reconnect
generations

MindPath

MindPath

Reconnect
generations

Hearing Software,
S.L.

Senda Care

Reconnect
generations

Diretto
Employment
Services AB

Social Farming in
the Appennines

Coltivare Fraternità

Reconnecting
generations
through
P2P
employment
SEEDS
FOR
SOCIAL CHANGE

Social Farming in
the Appennines
Social Farming in
the Appennines

Associazione Geart

Hortisculptures

SementusaTech
s.r.l.

SementusaTech

Social Farming in
the Appennines
Social Farming in
the Appennines
Social Farming in
the Appennines

Azienda Agricola
Penazzi Francesco
COOPERATIVA
SOCIALE CSAPSA
Associazione
Astrofili Bolognesi

A
Nursery
for
Social Farmers.
BE(E) GREEN

Social Farming in
the Appennines

Valli del Morastello
Società Agricola

Social Farming in
the Appennines

Michele Sandri

Wine
of
Bolognese
Modenese
Appennines
Mieleinsieme

Social Farming in
the Appennines
Social Farming in
the Appennines

Az. Agr. Spunzola
di Paolo Ruocco
Piazza
Martino
Soc. Agricola SRL
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Les Amis d'Hubert

Medicine
webbased platform
Les Amis d'Hubert
proposal

CerQana,
autonomy
inclusion

and

Education
and
research
in
apennines area
the
and

TERZACCOGLIEN
ZA project
The Bread...Social

Collaborative
pedestrian
GPS
mobile
application
adapted to persons with
reduced
mobility
and
disabilities
Medical platform for on-line
consultation and expertise
A peer-to-peer marketplace
that connects people from
different generations and
foster social inclusion through
leisure activities
(App)
Adapts
any
smartphone to user specific
capabilities
and
allows
relatives or caregivers to
check on their wellbeing
remotely
A
marketplace
platform
where elders connect with life
interviewers
Collaborative platform that
connects elderly people with
his family and caregivers.
A
plattform
for
P2P
employment

FR

Job opportunities for the
socio-economic insertion of
people in need.
Creation of an Artistic
Agricoltural School-Park
Innovative data collection
software with expert advice of
veterinarians
and
agronomists
Internship opportunities to
vulnerable targets
Agricultural training program
for youngs and employment
A web remote controlled
astronomical telescope for
educational and research
purposes
Creating work opportunities
for young people whilst
reviving old traditions (vine
cultivation)
Create a honey extraction
laboratory
for
all
the
beekeepers Community
A Residential Intern Program
for migrant people
Create a sustainable social
farm

ITA
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FR
FR

ESP

RO

ESP

SWE

ITA
ITA

ITA
ITA
ITA

ITA

ITA

ITA
ITA

Social Farming in
the Appennines

Future Intelligence

Social Farming in
the Appennines
Collaborative
Research

Slowd

Collaborative
Research

UC Agency

Engagement
Programme

Collaborative
Research

Metaflag

Metaflag

Collaborative
Research

Embrioo.com

Collaborative
Research

Be-novative

Embrioo.com
World
Open
Innovation Platform
Open-Innovation
for
Collaborative
Research

Collaborative
Research

Space Engagers

Collaborative
Research

idea-re

Informed
–
Problems,
Research,
Solutions (I-PRS)
Open2.0

Nutrition
Programme

INSKP - Innovation
Skills, Lda

There
are
no
pitches for this
challenge
Social Rewarding
Program

Nutrition
Programme

Rocketleaf

Rocketleaf

Nutrition
Programme

Bruno Matias

ajuDAR

Services
to
elderly
people
located in low
density territories
Services
to
elderly
people
located in low
density territories

Avis2sante

An on line medical
platform

EVOX
Technologies

Close2You
–
Assessing people's
well-being

Services
to
elderly
people
located in low
density territories

Think Future

Social Engagement
Program

xHealth

Ashes enrich the
soil
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QUHOMA
for
Bologna's
Social
Challenges
Open Robotics For
Social Farming
DIY Science Lab

A multi-stakeholder social
farming platform for sharing
information
Socio-technological platform
for precision agriculture
Collaborative
DIY/DIWO
research in order to enhance
social innovation
Consulting
events
and
collaborative
work
methodology
Communication platform to
connect entrepreneurs with
stakeholders
Innovation platform to boost
creativity
and
entrepreneurship
An open innovation platform
empowering communities to
generate breakthrough ideas
together
and
support
collaborative research
A research collaboration
platform that generates and
supports collaborative and
transdisciplinary RRI
A combination of an Open
Source tool already tested in
a
wide
environment
(Lombardy Region, Italy) and
consulting services

GR

A social currency program to
purchase
goods
and
exchange services
Platform to ensure a fair
distribution of goods and
services amongst population
A website platform to support
the
various
services
presented
Medical platform for on-line
consultation and expertise

PT

Internet of Things solution
that
allows
assessing
physically isolated citizens
activity and well-being and
notify emergency
Collaboration program with
young people and experts

PT
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ITA
HU

HU

HU

BG

HU

IRL

ITA

PT

PT

FR

PT

Services
to
elderly
people
located in low
density territories

CerQana

(App)
Adapts
any
smartphone to user specific
capabilities
and
allows
relatives or caregivers to
check on their wellbeing
remotely
A platform for collaborative
shopping in a local level

ESP

Services
to
elderly
people
located in low
density territories
Services
to
elderly
people
located in low
density territories
Services
to
elderly
people
located in low
density territories
Services
to
elderly
people
located in low
density territories

pool.farm

Shopping for my
neighbours

Hearing Software,
S.L.

Senda Cares

Collaborative platform that
connects elderly people with
his family and caregivers.

ESP

PROASISTECH

ND-MONITOR

Intelligent
platform
for
monitoring their health and
well-being

ESP

Hardware City

Smart
Assistant

PT

Services
to
elderly
people
located in low
density territories
Food poverty managing surplus
food

CaringMate Ltd

HoplàCare

The idea is to create a
software platform to help
providing services to anyone
but mainly the elderly, faster
and easyer than alternative
way
Mobile
app
for
being
constantly connected with
their care circle

Aslogic

Hardware City

Food poverty managing surplus
food
Food poverty managing surplus
food

BioMiMeTiC

A
management
centre
solution to face surplus food
running in a more efficient
manner
An innovative and integrated
solution
to
support
traceability and transparency
in the food system
A facility based on a
biological process called
bioconversion by insect
An artificial intelligence (AI)
based
marketplace
for
trading food surplus

ESP

Food poverty managing surplus
food

FEDET: FEeDing
Communities
Empowering
Technology
Connecting
food
with charities using
TAGsparency

From Pubs to
Hubs! Local pubs
for rural economy
From Pubs to
Hubs! Local pubs
for rural economy
From Pubs to
Hubs! Local pubs
for rural economy
Sustainable care
system for the
elderly in small
settlements

Univogue

Roadmap to the development
of sustainable hubs and
connect all stakeholders
A platform for collaborative
shopping in a local level

NL

A tool box for social initiatives
and businesses

NL

Medical platform for on-line
consultation and expertise

FR
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Energy
Limited

pool.farm

NK2

Avis2sante

CerQana,
autonomy
inclusion

Catapult

and

Help

MANAGING
SURPLUS FOOD
ORGANICALLY
Artificial
Intelligence
platform for food
surplus
CountryHubs
(DBF: from pub to
hub)
Pubs, key to a
familiar
neighborhood
Re-Creating
the
Vibe
An on-line medical
platform
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SWE

UK

LUX

FR

UK

SWE

Sustainable care
system for the
elderly in small
settlements
Sustainable care
system for the
elderly in small
settlements

Azero

Help Your Elderly
Neighbor

Crowdsource help from the
local community for the
elderly in the area

NO

CerQana

CerQana,
autonomy
inclusion

ESP

Sustainable care
system for the
elderly in small
settlements
Sustainable care
system for the
elderly in small
settlements
Sustainable care
system for the
elderly in small
settlements
Sustainable care
system for the
elderly in small
settlements
Sustainable care
system for the
elderly in small
settlements
Sustainable care
system for the
elderly in small
settlements
Sustainable care
system for the
elderly in small
settlements
Find & trigger
hidden
entrepreneurship
Find & trigger
hidden
entrepreneurship

ARCON srls

stethotelephone

Hearing Software,
S.L.

Senda Cares

(App)
Adapts
any
smartphone to user specific
capabilities
and
allows
relatives or caregivers to
check on their wellbeing
remotely
Device able to improve the
sound detected by any
classic stethoscope and send
it to ICT device
Collaborative platform that
connects elderly people with
his family and caregivers.

Stichting Moai

WYLDE WENTE

Live meetings with citizen
participation

NL

Senior-Live

Patyna
Proof

Combine online & offline
activities to connect elderly in
low density areas

NL

PROASISTECH

ND-MONITOR

Intelligent
platform
for
monitoring their health and
well-being

ESP

Viewcare

TANGO

Implementation instrument
for tele-solution and digital
platform

DK

CaringMate Ltd

HoplàCare

Mobile
app
for
being
constantly connected with
their care circle

UK

Bibliotheekservice
Fryslân

Libraries
help
visualizing hidden
entrepreneurship
Business5zero

Networking methode
entrepreneurs

for

NL

UK

Find & trigger
hidden
entrepreneurship
Find & trigger
hidden
entrepreneurship

Elzinga & Van der
Krieke

Find & trigger
hidden
entrepreneurship

Friesland College
solution provider

Citizens Lab: a model of
enterprise support to ensure
that
opportunity
and
economic
growth
are
distributed equitably
Help to local designers using
innovative techniques like
plastic molding.
An idea incubation platform,
where
people
with
complementary skills build a
team
Workshops, inspiration and
networking session
with
experts and alumni as
ambassadors

34

Business5zero

InnoPeers

and

Future

Bringing innovative
techniques to local
designers
Crowdpreneurship
An
Idea
Incubation Platform
Alumni giving back
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ITA

ESP

NL

NL

NL

Find & trigger
hidden
entrepreneurship
Find & trigger
hidden
entrepreneurship
Find & trigger
hidden
entrepreneurship
Find & trigger
hidden
entrepreneurship
Integration
and
economic
independence of
immigrants
Integration
and
economic
independence of
immigrants
Integration
and
economic
independence of
immigrants
Integration
and
economic
independence of
immigrants
Integration
and
economic
independence of
immigrants
Integration
and
economic
independence of
immigrants
Integration
and
economic
independence of
immigrants
Integration
and
economic
independence of
immigrants

RMGD

Integration
and
economic
independence of
immigrants
Integration
and
economic
independence of
immigrants
Integration
and
economic
independence of
immigrants
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Stichting Techniek
voor Iedereen

Find&Trigger
Entrepreneurship
The Sky is the Limit
Helping
young
homeless to work

idea-re

WEREALIZE

Verkennend
Veranderen

Frisian
Entrepreneur
Academy
Task Based Peerto-Peer Learning

InnoPeers

Quadruple Helix approach for
cross sector innovation

NL

Workshops
for
young
homeless people away from
the job market
An innovative crowdfunding
platform specifically designed
for small business
Entrepreneurial coaching for
residents in a disadvantaged
situation
Mentorship
model
for
immigrants to learn business
skills

NL

ESP

NL

NL

CHAPTER#2

CHAPTER#2

Entrepreneurship
for immigrants

Azero

The
Immigration
Platform

TIP online
immigrants

for

NO

Solution provider
SpareSpace

SpareSpace:
unlocks
the
potential
of
entrepreneurs
The
Harmony
Application

Program to help immigrants
to start with their own
business

NL

An open source platform with
useful
information
for
immigrants

UK

Stichting
VerbindMij

Future you!

Program to support migrants
in finding back their strength
and identity

NL

Faces of Change
Foundation

Newcomer Talent
Accelerator
Friesland

5 weeks training program to
unleash the potential of
newcomers

NL

Makers Unite

Uniting Society By
Making Together

NL

NOW

Up

A social enterprise that
connects local people with
newcomers and supports
participants to a next step in
their professional career
A
challenge-based
entrepreneurial training for
immigrants

Diretto
Employment
Services AB

Peer
to
peer
employment
to
create entry jobs

A platform for peer to peer
employment

SWE

Trigenda Ltd

Trigenda®
Dialogue Method

New
activating
and
motivating method tool for
effective and meaningful
goal-oriented discussions

FIN

Derby Quad
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program

ITA

platform

NL

Integration
and
economic
independence of
immigrants
Braindrain
in
Friesland

Marginal Studio

Braindrain
Friesland

in

Coventry University
Social Enterprise

Braindrain
Friesland

in

Sustainica

“Ideas
for
Tomorrow’s World”

Braindrain
Friesland
Braindrain
Friesland

in

Power On

Do it Yourself

in

Verkennend
Veranderen

Braindrain
Friesland

in

Vantage School

Frisian
Entrepreneur
Academi
Vantage School

Braindrain
Friesland

in

Backstage

Backstage.Network

Level the playing
field for vision
impaired students

EyeSense
Solutions

EyeSense - your
personal
companion

Level the playing
field for vision
impaired students

SciFY For You

Level the playing
field for vision
impaired students

Feelif d.o.o.

Feelif - Feeling Life

Level the playing
field for vision
impaired students

NEOSISTEC

NaviLens

Level the playing
field for vision
impaired students
Level the playing
field for vision
impaired students
Level the playing
field for vision
impaired students
Level the playing
field for vision
impaired students

Thinkerbell Labs

Louie - an audiobraille
content
creation platform
3D printed TIB for
blind
and
VI
children
Game for everyone
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Embrioo.com

Science

Elementary School
Pecine, Rijeka
izzuu.com

E-Glas

SPACES
FOR
COUNTERCOLONIAL
AESTHETICS*
Embrioo.com
World
Open
Innovation Platform
Train the Trainer

Free2Learn

ABC Maestro –
Hear and Feel
What You Type

A project on the use of
material culture as a mean of
dialogue for social inclusion
and economic development
Innovation platform to boost
creativity
and
entrepreneurship
A programme which develops
a cohort of Entrepreneur
Trainers
A virtual incubation service
with
a
professional
development program
Camps for young people to
develop
Entrepreneurial coaching for
residents in a disadvantaged
situation
Extracurricular school to
develop art and creativity
skills
A social network to connect
young people in Friesdland
with their local professional
environment
High-tech
innovative
personal assistant for the
blind and low-sighted that can
interpret the visual world and
speak it out to the user
An electronic toolset for
students
with
visual
impairments
and
their
teachers
Provider of multisensory
digital
games
and
educational content for the
blind
App developed to increase
the autonomy, inclusion and
quality of life of people who
are blind or visually impaired
An
audio-braille
content
create platform

ITA

3D printed book and audio
book

HRV

Create applications game
that can be played by the
sighted and blind
A further development of the
ABC Maestro software and
manufacturing of physical 3D
tactile
components
for
keyboards

BE
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BG

UK

DE

DE
NL

BG

BE

NL

GR

SVN

ESP

UK (IND)

HRV

Breaking
the
cycle
of
homelessness
Breaking
the
cycle
of
homelessness
Breaking
the
cycle
of
homelessness

Wandering
VeloBloud

Breaking
the
cycle
of
homelessness

Foodinate

Entrepreneur

Breaking
the
cycle
of
homelessness
Breaking
the
cycle
of
homelessness

SHADES TOURS

SHADES TOURS
Manchester

TAP London

Using contactless
tech & art to fund
opportunities

Breaking
the
cycle
of
homelessness

Change
CIC

Please

Breaking
the
cycle
of
homelessness
Breaking
the
cycle
of
homelessness

stand
solution

alone

Climate
Protection Now!

Arbor

Climate
Protection Now!

Garbage Crusher

Founder
Crusher

Climate
Protection Now!

Chair
of
Architectural
Informatics (TUM)

[i do!]

Climate
Protection Now!
Climate
Protection Now!

APSU

APSU

Breeze
Technologies

Climate
Protection Now!

pool.farm

Climate
Protection Now!

base.energy

Breeze
Citizen
Portal
for
Air
Quality
Impulsive
shopping?
Nein,
danke.
Solar power for
people living in city
apartments
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cafe

Kuorum

Wandering
VeloBloud

cafe

Collaboratively
Breaking the Cycle
of Homelessness
Intergenerational
Lab for Innovation

mYmO

Social
Property
Investment

Change Please

eBonus

Practical
Application:
International
Influence
ArborGreening
our world
Garbage

A stylish café on a tricycle
where the employees are
homeless.
Collaborative policy making
strategies for homelessness
reduction
A
temporary
unit
of
knowledge and innovation
methodologies at the service
of citizens
Meal-for-meal
program:
every time a ‘Foodinate’
branded meal is bough,
another meal is donated
Creating
jobs
specially
designed
for
homeless
people
Roll
out
stand-alone
contactless units to raise
money for organizations that
provide
employment
opportunities and support for
homeless people
A new cafe which will help
people to lift themselves out
of homelessness through
providing employment as
Baristas
A platform that provides the
homeless a job with the
opportunity to work
A multi-disciplinary network
of operational best practice
for
compassionate
homelessness prevention
A platform which gives users
an opportunity to make our
environment greener
A
Garbage-flattening
machine which crusher 90%
of the total garbage
A prototypical app to change
the behavior of the people for
the carbon footprint of
societies
A microwave reactor for
wastewater treatment
Air quality data for citizens

CZE

A platform for collaborative
shopping in a local level

SWE

Easy installing solar system

AUT
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ESP

ESP

UK

AUT

UK

UK

SWE

UK

GEO

FR

DE

ESP
DE

Climate
Protection Now!

HEATCONV

Waste
Heat
Conversion
to
Electrical Energy

Climate
Protection Now!

MVMANT

E-BuBu - Citizen
Bus on-demand

Climate
Protection Now!
Climate
Protection Now!

greenApes Srl SB

Climate
Protection Now!

SocialWell
Technologies

GREENAPES IN
MUNICH NOW!
Keymoment
and
Keymoment
unplugged
Tek! Mobile App for
Consumption
Tracking

Connect Migrants
to the Business
Community

Mygrants S.r.l

Mygrants - I will
either find a way or
make mine

Connect Migrants
to the Business
Community
Connect Migrants
to the Business
Community

Embrioo.com

Embrioo.com
World
Open
Innovation Platform
M'BE NE YE (
WE'RE
TOGETHER)

Connect Migrants
to the Business
Community

DITTA
Amadou

Connect Migrants
to the Business
Community
Connect Migrants
to the Business
Community
Connect Migrants
to the Business
Community

MamaVenture

SOLIDARITY
TRANSPORT

pool.farm

SOLIDARITY
TRANSPORT

Hearing Software,
S.L.

WATER
CONSUMPTION
SAVINGS

Extalia
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University
Siegen

of

my
inovalete
compagny

SOW

Hooman Nassimi
Social Enterprises
Marginal Studio

WELCOME
MIGRANTS "Enjoy
your migration"
MamaVenture
Dalla comunità per
la comunità
Connect
Café
Naples
SPACES
FOR
COUNTERCOLONIAL
AESTHETICS*
Make
your
neighbourhood
familiar
Talasaty transport
byHS
global
pipe
inspection with an
innovative probe

Family of different size
modules design to capture
wasted heat from different
sources and convert them to
useful electrical power.
APP to enhance the existing
citizen
bus/shared
taxi
services of the Greater
Munich area
A digital platform rewarding
sustainable actions and ideas
A
key
holder
that
recommends you using the
bike
App
for
intelligent
consumption, purchase, and
waste disposal guidance
using product data and
environmental impact
A web application that
provides immigrant with basic
information that is needed
when arriving in a new
country
Innovation platform to boost
creativity
and
entrepreneurship
This application allows to
solve the linguistic problems
with regard
to certain
immigration laws
Web-App social network
platform to facilitate the lives
of immigrants and help public
authorities
First investment fund entirely
dedicated to immigrants with
entrepreneurial ideas
Gastronomic enterprise (nonalcoholic beverages) which is
run by migrants and refugees
A project on the use of
material culture as a mean of
dialogue for social inclusion
and economic development
A platform for collaborative
shopping in a local level

ESP

Project to improve the social
transport
and
remove
architectonics barriers
Provides global diagnosis of
water pipe network with an
innovative device called
SAM-P

ESP
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DE

ITA
DE

UK (IND)

ITA

BG

ITA

ITA

ITA

NL

ITA

SWE

ITA

WATER
CONSUMPTION
SAVINGS

izzuu.com

Smart
detectors.

WATER
CONSUMPTION
SAVINGS
WATER
CONSUMPTION
SAVINGS

APSU

APSU

QSE WAY

Interactive
application:
health/ territorial
well-being
Interactive
application:
health/ territorial
well-being
Interactive
application:
health/ territorial
well-being
Nicosia Old City
Challenge

Avis2sante

Nicosia Old City
Challenge

PARKING PLUS

Nicosia Old City
Challenge

The
Conscious
Trolley

Viralizing
Social
Responsibility

Nicosia Old City
Challenge

Garbage Crusher

GARBAGE
CRUSHER

Nicosia Old City
Challenge

pool.farm

Nicosia Old City
Challenge

ETConcept

COLLABORATIVE
ORDERS
4
SUSTAINABLE
NEIGHBOURHOO
DS
Smart City Audio
Sensing

Nicosia Old City
Challenge

NOVATEX
SOLUTIONS LTD

QuietCity proposal
of Nicosia, Cyprus

Nicosia Old City
Challenge

ADITESS LTD

SYNDRAMO
SOLUTION

Nicosia Old City
Challenge

izzuu.com

APPLICATION
BASED
ON
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city

Show in live all water leaks on
Smartphone or computer,
with connected smartcity
detectors
A microwave reactor for
wastewater treatment

BE

QSEWAY
©
domestic
wastewater
recycling system
Medicine
webbased platform

Processes that can recycle
more 50% of home's waste
water to put to new uses,
excluding drinks
Medical platform for on-line
consultation and expertise

FR

Hearing Software,
S.L.

Senda Cares

Collaborative platform that
connects elderly people with
his family and caregivers.

ESP

Hearing Software,
S.L.

talasaty-wellbeingbyhs

App to improve welfare and
quality of life

ESP

EVOX
Technologies

360Waste - the
future of waste
collection
DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATI
ON
PARTNER
FOR
SMART
CITIES

An integrated solution for
waste
collection
management
A technology that helps
mobility
stakeholders,
municipalities and car drivers
have a better experience
when dealing with parking
activities
An online mechanism will
assist in reporting, honoring
and rewarding best practices
and responsible behavior
A
Garbage-flattening
machine which crusher 90%
of the total garbage
A platform for collaborative
shopping in a local level

PT

A scalable and upgradable
monitoring system to analyze
the city soundscape
Open app to detect and
analyze noise pollution with
help of citizens
A system which serves to
promote
more
effective
communication between the
Nicosia Municipality and the
community
An application to create
statistique an graphics in

PT
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ESP

FR

RO

CYP

FR

SWE

CYP

CYP

BE

LORAWAN
SYSTEM
Innovative
composting

Nicosia Old City
Challenge

Free Waste Srl

Nicosia Old City
Challenge

Frontline Waste

Social Inclusion
and Well-being for
special
communities
Social Inclusion
and Well-being for
special
communities
Social Inclusion
and Well-being for
special
communities

iResTech LTD

Social Inclusion
and Well-being for
special
communities
Social Inclusion
and Well-being for
special
communities
Boosting
rural
areas
and
building thriving
rural communities
Boosting
rural
areas
and
building thriving
rural communities
Boosting
rural
areas
and
building thriving
rural communities
Boosting
rural
areas
and
building thriving
rural communities
Boosting
rural
areas
and
building thriving
rural communities
Mindbook

SMARTplayds

Walky, a virtual bot
to get you active

MindPath

MINDPATH

RuralVive
Agência para o
Desenvolvimento
Rural
Embrioo.com
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A
REDEFINED
URBAN
LANDSCAPE FOR
NICOSIA
OLD
TOWN
IrisPhone
A
device promoting
social inclusion.

order to figure out how to
manage the polutions issues
An innovative system for the
decomposition of organic
waste through the use of
automated composites
Clearing noise and waste
pollution by means of trees,
sensors and underground
containers

ITA

ESP

A simplified communication
experience to contact family
& friends easily and intuitively

CYP

A smart locator for the elderly

CYP

(App)
Adapts
any
smartphone to user specific
capabilities
and
allows
relatives or caregivers to
check on their wellbeing
remotely
An ‘app’ that encourages
older adults to be more
socially,
physically
and
mentally active
A
marketplace
platform
where elders connect with life
interviewers

ESP

RuralVive

Promotion of the sustainable
development of a territory

PT

Embrioo.com
World
Open
Innovation Platform

Innovation platform to boost
creativity
and
entrepreneurship

BG

Sustainica

“IDEAS
FOR
TOMORROW’S
WORLD”

A virtual incubation service
with
a
professional
development program

DE

Kuorum

Collaboratively
Boosting
Rural
Areas

Collaborative policy making
strategies to build thriving
rural communities

ESP

Freethinkers
Consulting, Lda

Fostering
entrepreneurial
behaviour in the
school
Mindbook

Training for teachers to allow
young students nourish their
entrepreneurial spirit and
skills
A platform dedicated to
young people with special
educational and relational
needs

PT

CELLOCK LTD

EMBRACE

CerQana

CerQana,
autonomy
inclusion

Teachat srl

and
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UK

RO

ITA

Mindbook

MADE
comunicazione

Mindbook

GeDInfo
Coop.

Mindbook

Kedroz sprl

Mindbook solution

Mindbook

Ley en Red

Social network

Know-how NGO

Webinaria BG

Know-how NGO

SMARTplayds

Entrepreneurship
Boost
for
youngsters
Entrepreneurship
Boost
for
youngsters
Entrepreneurship
Boost
for
youngsters
Entrepreneurship
Boost
for
youngsters

NOW

Webinaria
BG
(http://webinaria.bg
)
A
Personalised
Social
Learning
Platform
Up
Gamified
entrepreneurial
training for youth
Embrioo.com
World
Open
Innovation Platform
vantage school

Mind and Market

Connecting youth
and job seekers to
the market

Entrepreneurship
Boost
for
youngsters

InnoPeers

Entrepreneurship
Boost
for
youngsters

idea-re

CROWDPRENEU
RSHIP - AN IDEA
INCUBATION
PLATFORM
FREELANCIAMI

Entrepreneurship
Boost
for
youngsters
Entrepreneurship
Boost
for
youngsters

NEMO

PRESIDENT

Invicta Hydrogen
Systems Limited

TVT
YOUNG
ENTREPRENEUR
S
SUPPORT
TOULON

Entrepreneurship
Boost
for
youngsters

Bridge for Billions

The
Incubator

Make conscious
consumption

pool.farm

Sustainable
transport
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Soc.

Embrioo.com

Vantage School

MindBook: a web
development
project
MINDBOOK
a
Social PaaS for
TICE

Online

for

Use
WordPress
and
transform it into a social
network
Implementation of a digital
platform
that
connects
families and young people
with professional educators.
A social platform for learning
and interact with control by
the educational actors
A social network for disable
young people, secure and
legal
Online platform

ITA

A
personalised
learning
platform for social activists

UK

A
challenge-based
entrepreneurial training for
marginalized youth
Innovation platform to boost
creativity
and
entrepreneurship
Extracurricular school to
develop art and creativity
skills
An online platform and local
events for bringing together
project owners and skilled
entrepreneurs, investors,etc.
An idea incubation platform,
where
people
with
complementary skills build a
team
Hybrid
service
(i.e.
workshops, masterclass and
training course) addressing
young people willing to start
their own business activity
A video broadcast platform
that will features complete
courses on entrepreneurship.
Project
for
stimulating
entrepreneurship
among
young unemployed, with
guarantee
of
purchase
agreements
An
entrepreneurship
WebApp that provides youth
with a step by step, intuitive
and gamified process to
create their own business
A platform for collaborative
shopping in a local level

CHE
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ITA

BE

ESP

BG

BG

BG

BE

NL

ITA

FR

UK

ESP

SWE

mainstream
in
Vienna
Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna
Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna

tip me - das globale
Trinkgeld

sustainable
consumption
Vienna: the world´s
capital
of
fair
consumption

A way to tip the people
behind your product for a fair
globalization

DE

An online platform where
sustainable companies can
meet, present their products,
services and innovative good
practices
Online collaborative platform
to connect consumers and
small local producers through
natural communities
A
Garbage-flattening
machine which crusher 90%
of the total garbage

AUT

Forum Tomorrow

Tomorrow
Marketplace

Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna
Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna
Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna
Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna

Farmidable

Farmidable, Direct
from the Producer

Garbage Crusher

Garbage Crusher

Zero Waste Austria

Make Zero Waste
Mainstream
in
Vienna

A plan for raising awareness
for reduce, reuse and recycle
in Austria

AUT

Future
Center

Map Your Meal
mobile application

CYP

Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna

BiLLiTii

BiLLiTii platform

Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna
Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna
Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna
Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna
Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna

greenApes Srl SB

A LIVELY JUNGLE
FOR
SUSTAINABLE
CONSUMPTION
The
culinary
solution to prevent
food waste

An innovative mobile phone
APP that allows the user to
scan the bar code of food
products and find out how
green and how fair they are
Online
plattform
where
people with and without
disabilities work on solutions
to
overcome
individual
hurdles
A digital platform rewarding
sustainable actions and ideas

Preserve
surplus
fruits
through traditional cooking
methods

AUT

Making conscious
consumption
of
fashion
mainstream
WASTED organic
beer from surplus
bread

Renting out unique and high
quality clothing

AUT

Make organic beer from
surplus bread that can not be
sold anymore

AUT

Mainstreaming
sustainable
feminine hygiene

Innovative
e-commerce
platform that provides both an
awareness raising platform
as well as an online shop for
sustainable feminine hygiene
products

AUT
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Worlds

Unverschwendet

Endlos Fesch - The
Vienna
Fashion
Library
iss mich! the good
food company

erdbeerwoche
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ESP

FR

AUT

ITA

Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna
Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna
Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna
Make conscious
consumption
mainstream
in
Vienna
Fight
marginalization in
Vienna
Fight
marginalization in
Vienna
Fight
marginalization in
Vienna
Fight
marginalization in
Vienna

TREEDAY

The Green Lifestyle
Guide

A map helps consumers to
find sustainable companies in
their vicinity

AUT

Die Fairmittlerei

Linking
Surplus
Production
with
Social Impact

A platform showing the
potential of unused resources

AUT

Bio-cultivator

A small smart ecosystem on
the balcony.

SVK

KOCH DOCH!

KOCH
DOCH!
Sustainable Lunch

Community cooking
team building

and

AUT

Anspruchpartner

Anspruchpartner

AUT

Embrioo.com

Rollstuhlschaukel

Embrioo.com
World
Open
Innovation Platform
Wheelchairswing

Brotpiloten

Brotpiloten meets

Fight
marginalization in
Vienna

WisR

MySIA:
JobMatching App for
Silver Agers

Fight
marginalization in
Vienna

MagikMe Ltd

Play matters
everyone

Fight
marginalization in
Vienna

Nut & Feder

craftsmanship with
heart

Fight
marginalization in
Vienna
Fight
marginalization in
Vienna

SHADES TOURS

SHADES TOURS

Kuorum

Diverse
Civic
Engagement
Programm

Fight
marginalization in
Vienna

MORE THAN ONE
PERSPECTIVE

MORE THAN ONE
PERSPECTIVE

Online-Platform with clear
information about social state
benefits
Innovation platform to boost
creativity
and
entrepreneurship
A wheelchair swing which
can be easily used with the
wheelchair
Selling the day-old bakery
products at a cheap price by
persons with a migrational
background
An online platform matching
young entrepreneurs and
companies with elderly and
retired people (Silver Agers)
for project-based and parttime work
Provide
playground
equipment for every kid,
disabled and non-disabled
alike,
and
make
the
playground a social scene
accessible for everyone
Wood
workshop
that
manufactures smart outdoor
furniture and creates a social
surplus at the same time
Creating jobs for homeless
people
who
provide
alternative walking city tours
Foster
diverse
civic
engagement through training
and online debates among
local politicians and young
immigrants
Advanced training to prepare
highly skilled refugees for
their labor market entry
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Biomimicry
design B4D

for

for
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BG

AUT

AUT

AUT

HU

AUT

AUT

ESP

AUT

Fight
marginalization in
Vienna

Fight
marginalization
Vienna

in

WGE!-Gemeinsam
Wohnen

Young people moving into an
elderly person´s house

AUT

5.3 CALL 2 - RESULTS
CHALLENGE

APPLICANT

SOLUTION

SUMMARY

COUNTRY

Employment for
young people

Yaghma

Free Open source Citizen
Participation Tool

NL

Employment for
young people

Cabeça na Lua

Opportunity Finder
Citizen
Participation Tool
Vaga Demprego

PT

Employment for
young people

De Stuyverij

Mergulho

Employment for
young people

JOBIRI

Jobiri - the first AI
based digital career
advisor

Inclusion
of
visible minorities,
newcomers and
more
diverse
segments of our
city population in
our SDG House
community
Inclusion
of
visible minorities,
newcomers and
more
diverse
segments of our
city population in
our SDG House
community
Inclusion
of
visible minorities,
newcomers and
more
diverse
segments of our
city population in
our SDG House
community
Inclusion
of
visible minorities,
newcomers and
more
diverse
segments of our
city population in

Jaspr Trades UG

Binding
the
community through
cash-free trade

Bring young people with
academic skills to experience
working in a industrial
company
A transformative experience
for both future workforce and
managers of the local
industry to help them better
understanding each other
AI based digital career
advisor
that
provides
personalized
suggestions
and tools to help jobseekers
Brings communities together
by helping them trade their
skills
and
unneeded
valuables, cash-free, using
our mobile apps and website

VINDIX Solutions

Concentric
Harmonic
Cycles/CHC

A methodology created to
accelerate
the
implementation of relevant
Business Processes

BRAZIL

Chakula B.V.

Best of Kenyan
Cuisine,
Culture
and Courtesy

A platform for Kenyan hobby
chefs/kitchen kings and
queens
living
in
The
Netherlands

NL

Huis van Sociale
Innovati

SDG ConX

An
expert
centre
on
superdiversity
in
which
knowledge and information
on (sub)cultures is shared

NL
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BE

ITA

GER

our SDG House
community
Inclusion
of
visible minorities,
newcomers and
more
diverse
segments of our
city population in
our SDG House
community
Inclusion
of
visible minorities,
newcomers and
more
diverse
segments of our
city population in
our SDG House
community
Inclusion
of
visible minorities,
newcomers and
more
diverse
segments of our
city population in
our SDG House
community
Inclusion
of
visible minorities,
newcomers and
more
diverse
segments of our
city population in
our SDG House
community
Inclusion
of
visible minorities,
newcomers and
more
diverse
segments of our
city population in
our SDG House
community
Inclusion
of
visible minorities,
newcomers and
more
diverse
segments of our
city population in
our SDG House
community
Inclusion
of
visible minorities,
newcomers and
more
diverse
segments of our
city population in
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Makers Unite

Makers
Unite
Diversity Challenge

A 6-week design thinking
sprint on diversity

NL

The Graphic Story

Co-Creating
Change

Visual story-telling of local
needs

NL

Social
Factory

A
participatory
approach towards
inclusiveness

A participatory approach
towards
a
co-created
solution
for
more
inclusiveness
and
connection

NL

LF/PR

Welcome
Jungle

Talk shows

NL

IncludeIn

A job platform that
promotes
workforce diversity

A job platform that promotes
workforce diversity

NL

Doughnut
Dynamics

The Coffee Club

Build space where people
can connect and provide
them with paid jobs and
education

NL

RuralCool

Level the Playing
Field

Connect with local minorities
by focusing on elements that
are universal to everyone:
food, humor, music and
dance.

PT

Impact

to

the
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our SDG House
community
Pack Services –
Espace Senior

YooLiv

How is life when
YooLiv ?

Pack Services –
Espace Senior

SNOC

The Sensitive Mood
box

Pack Services –
Espace Senior
Pack Services –
Espace Senior

Dôme

Dôme

SARL
Hubert
CHEVALIER

The mood gateway

Pack Services –
Espace Senior

Si
SMARTplayds

Enabling seniors to
live more fulfilling
lives

Pack Services –
Espace Senior

Sensifai

Pack Services –
Espace Senior

Adaptivecity

Tourism for all

Handiplanet

Tourism for all

SumWhere

Tourism for all

Handiscover

Discover
an
accessible World

Tourism for all

TUR4all

UR4all international
accessible tourism
platform

Tourism for all

Handivoyage

Go on holidays with
your handicap

Tourism for all

Urban Works srls

Tourism for all

atempo
BetriebsGmbH

Guidabile - il tempo
libero accessibile a
tutti
Inclusiveinnovative
interactive Platform

Tourism for all

Royal College of Art
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by

Automatic
ConversationBased Mood Caster
(ACMC)
Emotional care to
prevent
social
isolation
Collaborative travel
guide for disabled
persons
Disabled
people
are tourists like
everybody else

Sensory Pathways

YooLiv develops easy to use
solutions, which take care of
elders and bring caregivers
close to them
A way to collect the state of
mind of isolated aging people
and to warn a relative or a
professional
A tool for the coordination of
interventions
The object will allow the
isolated user to indicate in a
simple way the indication of
its humoR
A system of connected
devices to enable elderly
people to self report their
mood
A conversation-based mood
caster in the form of a mobile
application

FR

Detect elderly people mood
and create a sustainable and
supportive networks
Social and collaborative
travel guide for disabled
persons
SumWhere allows disabled
people to discover territories
through
thematic
maps
implemented
by
users
(collaborative
mode)
or
institutions.
Accommodation
booking
website and community for
people with limited mobility
and special needs
A collaborative platform
where everyone is able to
provide feedback
about
tourism
Holidays platform entirely
dedicated for people with
disabilities
An interactive platformhelps
for people with reduced
mobility
Inclusive-innovativeinteractive
Platform
for
accessible Tourism with
evaluation-tool
Open data set of Inclusive
Tourism routes

ESP
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FR

FR
FR

UK

BE

FR

FR

SE

ESP

FR

ITA

AT

UK

Tourism for all

Hearing Software,
S.L

Real-time wildlife
monitoring
and
live behavioural
analytics
to
reduce
human
wildlife conflict
Real-time wildlife
monitoring
and
live behavioural
analytics
to
reduce
human
wildlife conflict
Real-time wildlife
monitoring
and
live behavioural
analytics
to
reduce
human
wildlife conflict
Strengthening the
Social Fabric in
underprivileged,
Athens downtown
districts
Strengthening the
Social Fabric in
underprivileged,
Athens downtown
districts
Strengthening the
Social Fabric in
underprivileged,
Athens downtown
districts
Strengthening the
Social Fabric in
underprivileged,
Athens downtown
districts
Sustainable Food
Systems- Access
to (qualitative &
nutritious) food
Sustainable Food
Systems- Access
to (qualitative &
nutritious) food
Sustainable Food
Systems- Access
to (qualitative &
nutritious) food

Modulab

Sustainable Food
Systems- Access

Free Waste Srl
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Native
Senda
Accessible
Ecosystem
Sound
sensing
sound fencing for
humans and bison

Integral chain for accessible
tourism, from a hyper
accessible web platform
An automated system that
senses the presence of the
bison
approaching
the
human habitat and induces
their return in nature

ESP

Miromico

Internet of Things in
the
Carpathian
Mountains

Wildlife tracking technology
used for wildlife monitoring
by developing an MVP
adapted to the mountain
landscape

CH

Laborazon

Geofencing
Infrastructure

geofencing infrastructure that
can inform a system hosted
in the cloud when the bison is
approaching the human
habitat

ROU

Kuorum.org

Strengthen
Participation

Collaborative
solving strategies

problem

UK

SOFFA

SOFFA
Fashion
Production
Workshops

Integration into work and
micro-entrepreneurism
in
sustainable
fashion
to
survivors victims

GR

Archipelagos
Social Coo

Social Coop: Give a
new life! RePairReUse-ReThinkReConnect

A series of actions aiming at
promoting the culture of
products’ re-use

GR

Epanekkinisis

Epanekkinisis:
“One used laptop
per student”

Organise the collection of
donations
of
used
laptop/computer, repair them
and donate

GR

Hymopio

Fresh juices to all

GR

Aslogic

FECET
Feeding
Communities
Empowering
Technology
Fun-Food-Social
Good!

Employ
people
from
vulnerable groups making
juices, using produce that
would otherwise be wasted
A
management
centre
solution to face surplus food
running in a more efficient
manner
Help the Greek young
farmers to grow and run a
sustainable business, while
at the same time we use the
profit from the sales to buy
food and donate
An innovative system for the
decomposition of organic

Wise Greece

Innovative
Composting

Civic
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ROU

ESP

GR

ITA

to (qualitative &
nutritious) food
Sustainable Food
Systems- Access
to (qualitative &
nutritious) food
Sustainable Food
Systems- Access
to (qualitative &
nutritious) food
Sustainable Food
Systems- Access
to (qualitative &
nutritious) food
Sustainable Food
Systems- Access
to (qualitative &
nutritious) food
Sustainable Food
Systems- Access
to (qualitative &
nutritious) food
Sustainable Food
Systems- Access
to (qualitative &
nutritious) food
Sustainable Food
Systems- Access
to (qualitative &
nutritious) food
From job seekers
to job creators!

Sustainable
Movement
Greece

Food
in

"Surplus Food: the
Other Plate"

waste through the use of
automated composites
Create a culinary community
hub of culture and inclusion

Kobatsiaris
S.A.

Bros

VOLTA™
food
system: VOyage to
Learning & Taste

An end-to-end, sustainable &
healthy food system for
vulnerable groups.

GR

European Village

Bee Home

Offer high quality, local, fair
and affordable food directly
from producers

GR

Cyclefi

FoodSpots

Foodbanks to feed the more
vulnerable
segments
of
population

GR

GreenerU

GreenerU
personalized
sustainable
advisor

An app designed to track and
measure the environmental
impact of your day-to-day
food consumption habits

NL

food

GR

GR

Net Positive

Net
Positive
Desalination

Design
of
desalination
technology for governments
to for agriculture and cities.

US

Acli provinciali di
Bologna

Restart
Your
EntreprenEUrship

ITA

From job seekers
to job creators!

OCCUPIAMOCI
APS

From job seekers
to job creators!

Kilowatt Soc Coop

CREATE
A
COOPERATIVE
COMPANY
(
IMPRESA
SOCIALE)
CRIB - To CReate,
To Include, To Build

Skills analysis of unemployes
we can reuse them for the
business creation
This project has the purpose
to create a cooperative
Company
to
employee
disadvantage workers

ITA

From job seekers
to job creators!

menos

From job seekers
to job creators!

COpAPS

From job seekers
to job creators!

Guydolph Dijkstra

Innovation&Trend
Sensitivity
for
Unknown Talent

From job seekers
to job creators!

The Helen Hamlyn
Centre for Design,
RCA

Creative
Leadership

An incubation programme
coordinated by Kilowatt that
values the talents and skills
of migrants
Engaging communities in
fighting
unemployment
through
microentrepreneurship.
Take over an old joinery and
make it active again, hiring
disadvantaged people
A combination of training in
Trend&Innovation Sensitivity
supported
by
voluntary
mentors.
Inclusive
Design
methodology with a training
tool

48

Fighting
unemployment
through
entrepreneurship
Shape Your Future
With Wood
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ITA

PT

ITA

NL

UK

From job seekers
to job creators!

Superhero
Collective

Mumpreneurs
a
new
economic
force

From job seekers
to job creators!

idea-re

FREEDA

From job seekers
to job creators!

Consorzio
cooperative
L’Arcolaio
Fractality

From job seekers
to job creators!

di

Behind
postcard

the

Catalyst

From job seekers
to job creators!

SpareSpace

From job seekers
to job creators!

Mygrants

Gamification
education

in

Kuorum.org

Challenged-Based
Learning

Gamification
education

in

All Grow

Change Architects

Gamification
education
Gamification
education

in

Polycular

EscapeHate

in

Innovative
Arena

Gamification
education

in

Icebreaker

Gamification
education

in

Fly Games

Gamification
education

in

Soleek Lab

Gamification
through
videoboard games
Omletă

Gamification
education

in

Sterigma LTD

Coda Quest

A board game for
community
development

Fly Games

A board game for
community
development

FFFF

Video-board
games, a new way
of
making
community
SOCIALL. A board
game for social
change
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Nobody
Left
Behind:
Your
Entrepreneurial
Future!
I will either find a
way or make mine

Project

In search of the
highschool we don’t
have
ThisBox - Thinking
Skills Gamebox

A
marketplace
for
sustainable kids clothing,
decor articles, and toys, for
mums by mums.
An
entrepreneurship
accompanying
program
aiming at supporting the
startup
of
an
entrepreneurship experience
Creation of a start-up in the
field of solidarity tourism

ESP

Creative process in a
workshop series o change
mindset from that of job
seekers to job creators
An innovative program for
disadvantaged people to
foster business skills and a
self-employment mindset.
A learning platform based on
thematic
progressive
module-quizzes, integrated
with blended workshops and
a business lab
Apply
challenge-based
learning strategies in 10
Romanian high schools
An educational program
using a design thinking
methodology
Educational projects for
young people
A series of individual and
team challenges - Hi-Quest -

GR

A box with games with
challenges that can be
solved with different thinking
skills
Games and video games to
spread social and emotional
intelligence
A platform (mobile app)
which offers both online and
offline services
An immersive educational 3D
online game called Coda
Quest
A board game that is played
in combination with an appbased videogame

ROU

A social board game that can
create the context for young
citizens from communities at

ROU
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ITA

ITA

NL

ITA

UK

ROU

AT
ROU

ESP

EGYPT

UK

ESP

Support
teacher

the

Teachat srl

Teachat

Izibac:
learning
made fun

Cybertech SRL

E-learning
Ecosystem

Izibac:
learning
made fun
Izibac:
learning
made fun

Ascendia S.A.

Izibac
digital
learning hub
Teachat

Izibac:
learning
made fun

Effio Solutions SRL

iziBAC - Play to
Learn

Izibac:
learning
made fun

isac/volani

Online educational
video platform

Izibac:
learning
made fun

Fly Games

Izibac:
learning
made fun

Intellia ICT

Games & MOOCs',
a gamified social
network
HoloLearn - Live
your study!

Environmental
education
for
disadvantageous
people
Makers with 3D
printing
for
disabled people

Teachat srl

Kilenc Pont

The
Stage
Impossibilities

Makers with 3D
printing
for
disabled people

Movingmood

Sewing
machine
adaptations
into
open 3D tech

Makers with 3D
printing
for
disabled people
Makers with 3D
printing
for
disabled people
Makers with 3D
printing
for
disabled people

Draken Technology
Transfer
Association
3D ZINGS

My eye is my ear.
My hand is my
mouth.
Customizable hand
prosthesis
for
children
Mind
controlled
keyboard
and
mouse for disabled

50

Progspot Kft.

Of

risk to innovate and get
involved more
A platform that revolutionizes
the way to study making it
more
effective
and
stimulating
Building an online eLearning
platform that will alleviate the
problems with high school
education
An educational hub for both
teachers and kids
web-mobile platform and app
that deeply transforms the
way of studying
A mix between a mobile
game and an educational
app
Creating a dynamic online
video
content
platform,
based
on
the
school
curriculum for the Romanian
baccalaureate exam.
A non-profit social network
that is a also game

ITA

ROU

ROU
ITA

ROU

NL

ESP

An adaptable augmented
reality platform to improve
the learning experience by
providing
them
with
advanced rich-media content

GR

An interdisciplinary social
project connecting disabled
people,
makers
and
healthcare
experts
to
develop new ways of
communications
ConvertIing the adaptations
of the sewing machines for
wheelchair users, through 3D
printed technology.
Robotic
glove
which
translates sign language to
audiable speech
Smart
and
customized
prosthesis for children

HU

Mind controlled keyboard
and mouse for people with
severe muscle and speech
impediment

HU
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ESP

HU

ESP

Emotional
support
parents
children
autism
Emotional
support
parents
children
autism
Emotional
support
parents
children
autism
Emotional
support
parents
children
autism

for
of
with

Hope
for
the
Community CIC

iHope
Solution

Autism

An innovative, scalable webbased solution to problems
related with autism

UK

CNR-ISTC

interactive
soft
wearable device for
ASD

An experimental device,
designed as a support tool
for ASD therapy

ITA

Kedroz sprl

Kedroz soution

Emotional support project for
parents of autistic children

BE

Mind Space™

An app that provides parents
of children with autism, free,
easy, quick and discreet
access to general mental
health information, emotional
wellbeing support and advice
about autism
Designing an organisation to
provide for the parents the
emotional help they need.

UK

Collaborative
decision
making strategies to help the
Historic Coventry Trust to get
the
initial
buy-in
and
continued support of local
communities
Set
an
international,
multimedial, multicultural and
multilingual no-profit library
Creation of artisanal, tested
and
replicable
cutting
products that can be used in
difficult environments
The place for the reconnected people
A square equipped to
welcome every kind of
activity
Involve the community in the
care and use of the city roofs.

UK

A program to facilitate the
implementation
of
sustainable roofs
A toolbox to help increasing
Madrid's green roof areas
Help people with disabilities
to find out which is their "job
calling"

ESP

for
of
with

for
of
with

for
of
with

Innovating
CIC

Minds

Emotional
support
for
parents
of
children
with
autism
The Charterhouse
Heritage
Park
project and Digital
Creative Quarter

ABA therapist

Miss

Kuorum.org

Creative
and
Engaging
Digital
Communication

Security
city!

in

the

Este Edition Srl

Security
city!

in

the

Klodian
architetto

Multicultural
International
Library
H20

Security
city!
Security
city!

in

the

Plastic Jumper SrlS

HUBLANTERN

in

the

UNBELDI'

IL PORTA VOCE

Sustainable roofs
in Madrid

LaPlasita

Sustainable roofs
in Madrid

SANNAS

Sustainable roofs
in Madrid
Diversity in the
public
administration

Sustainable
Innovations
Career Sign

PLantaRES:
#TUTERRAZATEQ
UIERE
Co-Roofing.
"Tocando el cielo
de Madrid"
Retrofitting Toolbox
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Omuri

The Interview
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UK

ITA

ITA

ITA
ITA

ESP

ESP
GRE

Diversity in the
public
administration
Diversity in the
public
administration

AIPC PANDORA

Youth
“10x5”

Challenge

Compilation of best practices
conducted in other countries

ESP

Coocrea
Contenidos

"Funcionamos".
The new home for
the AGE

ESP

Diversity in the
public
administration
Cooperation and
work for migrants

No Spoon Tech

Koan elearning tool

La
Cooperative
Indigo

Indigo World

Cooperation and
work for migrants

Savia Atmospheric
Fountains & Rivers

The Discovery of
Ice
being
Atmospheric

Cooperation and
work for migrants

BANCOSOL
ALIMENTOS

Empowerment of
the
immigrant
community

Cooperation and
work for migrants

Interlink
Management
International

Mobilizing Migrant
Markets

Cooperation and
work for migrants

Christar

To
The
Power

Cooperation and
work for migrants

REvive Greece

REvive Malaga

Building
Social
Labs
for
Integration!

ReDI School of
Digital Integration

Best Tech School
for the World

Building
Social
Labs
for
Integration!

Brave New Alps

Building
Social
Labs
for
Integration!

MORE
THAN
SHELTERS

Co-Creating
Solidary
Communities
Across Difference
One Million Talents
Hub Munich

User experience (UX) design
criteria during key moments
for people considering the
possibility of joining the
public sector
Create an online learning tool
for
public
examinations’preparation
Establish social ties and to
revolutionize the access to
goods and services through
a social network of mutual
help
The Development of these
New Atmospheric Ice-Based
Manual-Systems.
Full
Coverage of the Sustainable
Development Goals 6 & 2,
with 100% Water & Food
Security, for Life.
Empower
and
promote
access to employment for
immigrants
arriving
at
Malaga while we serve their
nutritional needs
Mobilizing Migrant Markets
(M3) will benefit migrants,
facilitate their integration into
society, and to enrich the
Spanish economy
Identify an entrepreneur in
the immigrant community
and help to accelerate
his/her micro enterprise to
create more jobs
Prototype and establish in
Malaga
a
computer
programming school which
will help young people from
the most vulnerable groups
Offer refugees IT-training,
networking opportunities and
job training workshops in
partnership
with
techindustry leaders
Combine the development of
social labs for integration in
two European sites
Create a Social Lab that will
receive the talents of
newcomers and residents

GER
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Tenth
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ESP

FR

ESP

ESP

ESP

ESP

GRE

GER

ITA

Building
Social
Labs
for
Integration!

VideoOculograph

VideoOculograph

Building
Social
Labs
for
Integration!
Building
Social
Labs
for
Integration!

World Café Europe

Building
Social
Labs
for
Integration!

SINGA
Deutschland

Integration
is
dialogue, not a
monologue
Women Originated
Media
Entrepreurship
Network
SINGA Stuttgart

Building
Social
Labs
for
Integration!
Building
Social
Labs
for
Integration!
Building
Social
Labs
for
Integration!

Über
den
Tellerrand kochen

Co-creation at the
kitchen table

Migration
Network

Scaling Migration
Hub to Munich

Building
Social
Labs
for
Integration!

REvive Greece

REvive Munich

Building
Social
Labs
for
Integration!

URBAN OASIS

SEMBRANDO
VIDA (PLANTING
LIFE)_pavilion

Establish a center
for professional
realization
for
children
with
special
educational needs
Innovative
planning
instruments for a
new approach to
residential
development
Innovative
planning
instruments for a

TICE
social
cooperative

LIVE&LEARN
Educational Center

Studiomapp srl

Qirate - Quality of
life

Frederick
University

Eat the frog first

53

Linking Foundation

Forelle
Studio

Hub

Media

Forelle
Media Lab

Social

Complex
eye
tracking
solution on base of AI,
computer vision and machine
learning for contactless high
accurate computer video
diagnostics
of
several
diseases
Dialogues between citizens
and refugees

RU

WOMEN project focus on
development of migrant
women
entrepreneurship
potential
Bring locals and people from
migrant
and
refugee
backgrounds together to
engage collaboratively in
social, professional and
entrepreneurial projects.
It uses cooking as a medium
to
enable
intercultural
encounters on eye-level.
Create a Migration Hub in
Munich

PL

Set up a social media lab for
migrants to develop creative
ways
of
using
video
platforms such as YouTube
in order to tell their stories
Prototype and establish in
Munich
a
computer
programming school which
will help young people from
the most vulnerable groups
integrate
into
the
socioeconomic fabric
A place of mutual exchange,
learning
and
economic
opportunities for newcomers
and residents
Psycho-educational,
evidence-based
service
model addressed to children,
youngsters and young adults
with special educational
needs
Help Sibiu's new residential
development being planned
using Quality of life indicators
for identifying citizens needs.

GER

Design of an innovative
participatory
planning
process emphasizing to the

CY
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GER

GER

GER

GER

GRE

GER

ITA

ITA

new approach to
residential
development
Innovative
planning
instruments for a
new approach to
residential
development
Innovative
planning
instruments for a
new approach to
residential
development

Hasselt University

RETROFIT

MKBT: Make Better

Reconfiguring
city

Innovative
planning
instruments for a
new approach to
residential
development
Innovative
planning
instruments for a
new approach to
residential
development

Urban Lab Chisinau

Câmpușor
eco-quarter

AETHON
Engineering
Consultants

Sustainable Urban
Planning
mechanisms
for
SIBIU

Innovative
planning
instruments for a
new approach to
residential
development
School
communication
tool

Helsinki
Office

atempo
BetriebsgmbH

Digital story telling:
Me
and
Your
Stories - MYS

School
communication
tool
School
communication
tool

Teachat srl

Teachat srl

Amberan
Management

Friendly Futurum

School
communication
tool

Buddy Bench

You Are a Hero
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Zürich

the

urban

Urban
Design
Management
for
Sibiu

efficient
and
positive
involvement
of
the
landowners of Câmpușor
Work within the urban
context of Câmpușor by
retrofitting the approach of
residential development into
smart urban ecosystems. A
capacity building process.
UCG creates a negotiation
matrix and an innovative cocreation process alongside
the municipality and other
stakeholders in engaging
land owners in creating
public space from their
private one.
Engaging all stakeholders
into a co-creation process

BE

ROU

MDA

A strategic public policy that
in combination with a set of
planning tools and capacity
building
actions,
will
introduce a new paradigm for
sustainable
spatial
development
Is based on stakeholders and
their values and integrating
them in to the development
process in a managed way

GRE

YSunderstood is an inclusive
learning module. The module
is based on digital story
telling in combination with
critical
thinking
and
communication skills.
Web-mobile platform and
app that deeply transforms
the way of studying
A co-created empathy-tool
that collect and answer to the
needs and challenges that
students and teachers are
facing
A learning pathway for pupils
and teachers to develop
awareness and capabilities
for mental and emotional
wellbeing

AT
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CH

ITA

SE

IE

School
communication
tool

Kidnovation

Social
education
digital platform

School
communication
tool

Youth
for
Understanding
(YFU) Sweden

Coloured Glasses
goes digital!

Siracusa
Inclusion

Digital

Urban Works

Siracusa
Inclusion

Digital

Pixel x Pixel

Guidabile - il tempo
libero accessibile a
tutti
Time Garden

Siracusa
Inclusion

Digital

VisionPilot

Matching Siracusa

Siracusa
Inclusion

Digital

Geektank
GmbH

Innovations
for
tomorrow in water
management
in
refuges in the
Danube Delta
Innovations
for
tomorrow in water
management
in
refuges in the
Danube Delta

Wetlantec

Inovaya

Inovaya's
for the
Delta

Innovations
for
tomorrow in water
management
in
refuges in the
Danube Delta
Innovations
for
tomorrow in water
management
in
refuges in the
Danube Delta
Connecting
the
elderly with caregivers to improve
social inclusion
Connecting
the
elderly with caregivers to improve
social inclusion

F-design Electric

Ecological
Solutions for the
Present Comfort

Net Positive

Net
Positive
Desalination
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Boardgamers
Leiria

Labs

Konfetti App for a
better
Neighborhood
Constructed
Wetlands
Danube Delta

de

La
Coopérative
Indigo

in

solution
Danube

Modern
Board
Games to all ages

Indigo World

Digital educational platform (
web app) that enables
teachers at the school to
deliver social education
about diversity and gender
equality
EdTech solution integrating
the best practice of Coloured
Glasses
Intercultural
Education
Workshops,
informed by the expertise of
youth exchanges
Collaborative an interactive
platform, with gamification

SE

Web portal for women who
wish to restart their careers
after a break
Create a digital platform that
matches
and
connects
people based on their needs
App ”Konfetti” is designed for
the local neighborhood with
an inclusive and usability
mindset
Treatment
of
wastewater/sewage
with
Constructed Wetland on
fisher islands in Danube
Delta
Powerless system, it can
produce clean drinking water
from the Danube river.
Implement also a dry
sanitation and transform
waste into a powerful
fertilizer
Ecological solution to ensure
comfort conditions in the
refuges, while protecting the
natural
environment
of
polluting factors
Design
desalination
technology for governments
to for agriculture and cities.

ITA

Board games to make
possible
the
sociability
integration of all ages
together
Establish social ties and to
revolutionize the access to
goods and services through
a social network of mutual
help

PT
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SE

ITA

DK

GER

NL

FR

ROU

US

FR

Connecting
the
elderly with caregivers to improve
social inclusion
Connecting
the
elderly with caregivers to improve
social inclusion
Connecting
the
elderly with caregivers to improve
social inclusion

Frederick
University

CONNEL

Impact Hub Zagreb

TEST

SMARTplayds

Spojimo se, Let’s
connect

Connecting
the
elderly with caregivers to improve
social inclusion
Connecting
the
elderly with caregivers to improve
social inclusion
Connecting
the
elderly with caregivers to improve
social inclusion

CaringMate Ltd

HoplàCare

PUBP
Generation"

Involving of Seniors
to the society

Nic's legacy

CareNet 365

Connecting
the
elderly with caregivers to improve
social inclusion

Amicitia

Amicitia

Connecting
the
elderly with caregivers to improve
social inclusion

Novena d.o.o.

Intergenerational
home
sharing
platform

Connecting
the
elderly with caregivers to improve
social inclusion
Connecting
the
elderly with caregivers to improve
social inclusion

Sensifai

Automatic
ConversationBased Connection

Adaptivecity

Connecting
the
elderly with people
they love

Educating pupils
on climate change
to become active
and
engaged
citizens
Educating pupils
on climate change
to become active

Big Green Machine
Ltd

Project Earth Rock:
Climate Education
Through Song

Polycular

Ecogotchi Escape
Book
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"Our

Connection
between
individuals and older people
in need, so as to support
them in various levels.

CY

Enable senior citizens to
safely meet, connect and to
cope with loneliness together
by providing a system of
volunteers,
independent
professionals and a digital
platform
HoplàCare allows for finding
domiciliary care services in
line with personal care plan
and needs
Create the center for the old
persons in Belarus, with
social
participation
and
crowdfunding platform
A cloud-based software
platform
to
help
organizations
organizing
care and informal careers
better plan, schedule &
communicate
Integration of technology
platform
to
connect
individuals and the elderly in
need of companionship for
daily practical activities and
emotional support
Intergenerational
home
sharing platform, connecting
senior citizens by connecting
them with young (student)
“helpers”
A conversation-based mood
caster in the form of a mobile
application

UK

Connect elderly people with
helpers and people they love
to create sustainable and
supportive networks of care
around them
Multimedia climate change
education programme

ESP

EcoGotchi as a sustainable
lifestyle
tutor
and
gamification
app
that

AT
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UK

PL

UK

IE

HR

BE

UK

and
engaged
citizens
Educating pupils
on climate change
to become active
and
engaged
citizens
Educating pupils
on climate change
to become active
and
engaged
citizens
Educating pupils
on climate change
to become active
and
engaged
citizens
Access
to
information
for
integration
of
migrants
Access
information
integration
migrants
Access
information
integration
migrants

to
for
of

Gain&Sustain

Co-CreAction
Hackathon

to
for
of

Deddes BV

The Maleć Bistro

Access
information
integration
migrants

to
for
of

Invisible Robot OÜ

Chatbot AskTod for
immigrants to settle
in

educates
you
about
sustainability
A platform on which pupils
can
find
information
considering big questions
such as how the economy
works
Educational program, which
simulates the work of a startup incubator specialized in
environment, sustainability,
ecology and climate change.
Learning method combining
design thinking and maker
movement, while children are
working
on
real-life
problems.
Re-establishing social ties
and to revolutionize the
access to goods and
services through a social
network
An app where migrants can
easily find answers to their
questions about their new
home
The bistro works as a safe
space for intercultural, interorganizational development
and execution of services
made through and with
refugees & migrants in
Zagreb.
AskTod“ is chatbot based on
artificial intelligence, helps
settling in the new homeland

APPLICANT

SOLUTION

SUMMARY

COUNTRY

Look-E. B.V.

Crappy Club selforganizing
collectives
for
waste

Crappy.Club is a not-for-profit
diverse and unique resource
cooperative. We envision a
world wherein we keep any
usable or for anyone value
type of waste within the
neighbourhood or city as
much as possible for up- &

NL

Ekoregija
Gorica

Velika

Perpetuum
Platform

A-Link

SustaInvent

Designathon Works

Designathon
workshops
environmental
education

La
Coopérative
Indigo

Indigo World

Eco

for

HR

HR

NL

FR

AT

NL

EE

5.4 CALL 3 - RESULTS
CHALLENGE
Joint
Stock
Company For Good
(Società Per Azioni
Buone)
Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!
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Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

Reuvekamp
Solutions

The Sustainable
Development
Courses

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

C-Change & Dutch
Network Group

Businesses
4
SDGs Amsterdam

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

University of Laif

#ISUPPORT SDG
campaign

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

Uitgespeeld

Connecting high
school students
and companies
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recycling purposes.
From
now on it be much easier and
more fun to get rid of your
waste.
By contribute to
recycling, sponsoring local
good causes and local
employment.
Investing in education is the
most cost effective way to
drive economic development,
improve
skills
and
opportunities
for
young
women and men, to unlock
progress
on
all
17
Sustainable
Development
Goals and to prevent conflict
and sustain peace
In Amsterdam there are
118.000 businesses, from
which 99% are small and
medium sized (SMEs). Only
20% of SMEs are familiar with
the SDGs, & only 17%
indicate they know how to
contribute to the SDGs.
Imagine a city where 100% of
AMS
businesses
have
teamed up in support of the
Goals. Using a challengebased campaign to engage
SMEs & SEs to contribute to
the SDGs, that is exactly what
we propose!
Problem: There has been a
struggle in communicating
sustainability and connecting
with the internet generation.
Purpose: The aim of this
project is raising awareness
around SDGs.
Approach:
Through the power of
storytelling, which is inspiring
and
transcends
all
differences, a community will
be build on social platforms.
This in order to educate and
engage citizens leading to
continuous actions.
Uitgespeeld opens the gates
to the adult world and thereby
gives young people the
opportunity and freedom to
make a difference. At the
same
time,
we
offer
companies a chance to learn
and benefit from the creative
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Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

www.veranderverh
aal.nl

What's your ideal
for Amsterdam?

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

Corporate Queer

Corporate Queer:
challenging
heteronorms

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

RecyQ
Zero
Waste International

Zero Waste Action
for Communities
in Amsterdam

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

PhiLance

Through
Teamwork
Can!
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We

and
fresh
ideas
that
youngsters have.
Collect
and
distribute
inspiring stories about people
in Amsterdam working on the
SDG"s (including people who
are doing so without ever
having heard of the SDG's),
invite others to join in and
show the diversity of the city
in the process.
Corporate Queer is a platform
for
(young)
LGBT+
professionals and all those
with an open mind, working in
international business. Our
aim is to challenge the
heteronormativity
in
the
corporate
world
by
connecting with each other
across the globe to share our
knowledge and experiences.
We don't justify the status
quo.
We
believe
in
‘Excellence
through
Authenticity’.
The
Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)
cannot be met unless zero
waste action is addressed as
a priority. Failing economic
models treat resources as if
they were infinite (SDG 12)
and consumption patterns
favour the disposable. How
can we continue with a
growing and increasingly
urbanised global population
without getting waste sorted?
RecyQ helps communities
start climate action by 0Waste.
Create or join a team of
people
to
work
on
Sustainable
Development
Goals (SDGs) An online
platform will allow individuals
in communities both locally
and across the world meet
and
exceed
SDG's.
Individuals will be able to post
social impact projects or post
their skills and services to
help others with their projects.
These services will be both
paid and voluntary.
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Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

Heroes & Friends

For
change
makers and their
friends

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

Socratisch.nl

Sustainable
SouthEast

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

Women Engage for
a Common Future

Green New West

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

Global
Amsterdam

Global
Goals
Amsterdam
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Goals

We select 17-Amsterdam
based projects, one on each
SDG, and make a short VR
film about it that we screen in
public parks and places citywide. For every project we
design a support campaign
with Heroes & Friends where
we assist with rallying the first
100 online ambassadors
enabling every campaign to
reach 40k friends with their
inspiration, which is 600k+
people (most people in
Amsterdam).
We
contribute
to
sustainabilizing Amsterdam
through capacity building of
citizens of Amsterdam ZuidOost to contribute their own
solutions to the Sustainable
Development Goals, through
a series of seven events and
the co-creation of follow-up
proposals and a business
plan.
Discussions on SDG's are
mostly involving people that
are already convinced of the
importance. If we really want
to preserve a healthy and
sustainable planet we need to
broaden the alliance of active
citizens. We would like to
engage specific target groups
(youngsters,
women,
migrants,
entrepreneurs)
aimed at developing local
actions in Amsterdam NieuwWest, but also connecting
them to national and global
climate processes in an
innovative way.
Global Goals Amsterdam is
an alliance of four social
innovators from Amsterdam;
Voor je Buurt, 1%Club,
Limelights and GoodUp. We
aim to translate the Global
Goals into local action. We
propose an action based
approach; we will challenge
and
facilitate
17
changemakers
from
Amsterdam to set up 17
tangible
Global
Goals
projects, here and abroad.
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Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

Makematic

SDG Action Packs

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

Kringwijs-CiviXDropouts BV

Creating
new
SDG
Ambassadors

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

F/ MAG

Redefining
the
way we wear

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

Fawaka
Ondernemersschoo
l

Tha Block Bizkids:
children
as
teachers on SDGs
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With our tools and services
we train and support them to
reach and engage 170.000
people in Amsterdam.
We will create and distribute
10,000 SDG "Action Packs"
for teachers and parents.
Each pack will include access
to 3hrs+ of animated and live
action video content on the
SDGs;
project
cards
incorporating
"Amsterdamspecific" actions for young
people; and profiles of young,
local changemakers. These
packs
will
help
drive
meaningful conversations in
homes
and
classrooms
across the city.
This
solution
is
about
changing behavior through
storytelling. We propose to
produce and distribute online
magazines with videos and
vlogs on SDGs among all
citizens
of
Amsterdam.
Moreover we will organise
SDG Conferences in which
people will be invited to share
their stories and personal
experiences on SDGs and to
work out their own action
plans and goals with regards
to these SDGs.
F/ MAG is the magazine and
platform for fair / slow /
forward fashion, for conscious
mind and keen spirits. Browse
through our digital or print
editions for inspiration - or
come to our forward fashion
space to find or mend the
fashion you want - without
compromising your karma
score. F/ MAG aims to
transform the world of fast
fashion by redefining the way
we wear.
Fawaka
Entrepreneurship
school specialises in inclusive
sustainability, focusing on
socio-economic
deprived
areas.
We propose Tha
Block Bizkids; a program in
which we empower children
to
improve
their
neighbourhood.
They
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Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

collective minds

Sustainable
brands fund

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

sCoolMakers

sCoolMakers:
Exchange
to
Make
Change
Happen.

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

The Turn Club

What Art can do

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

Iroquois' Law

SDGs and the
next 7 generations
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discuss, create, and innovate,
supervised by professionals.
Tha Block Bizkids puts SDGs
‘Creating equal opportunity’
and
‘Making
livable,
sustainable cities’ into local
action.
We are collective minds. A
Creative agency on a mission
to shift sustainable brands
from niche to norm. Often we
meet brands that don’t yet
have the means to (fully)
invest in branding and
marketing/communication.
We want to change this by
setting up a brand fund with
which we can empower these
brands, who are in need of
our branding services, but
can’t
make
the
(full)
investment.
sCoolMakers is the first kids’
marketplace to exchange
used stuff and Warenhuisje a
working prototype for the
Netherlands. We turn second
hand trade into an innovative
learning experience. With our
learning-by-doing approach:
Play, create, share and
change. An online and offline
learning journey for kids and
families
about
circular
economy
and
social
responsibility. Exchange to
Make Change Happen!
We will show, develop and
enlarge the role of the artist
mindset in finding new
solutions
to
global
challenges. We bring the
most creative, diverse and
innovative ideas, insights and
practises from artists to the
surface, connect them to local
initiatives and actively engage
a broad audience. In this way
we bring the imagination,
beauty and play to social
impact in communities and
the city.
At the
United
Nations
Sustainable
Development
Summit in 2015 world leaders
adopted the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development, a
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set
of
17
Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)
to end poverty, fight inequality
and injustice, and tackle
climate change by 2030.
Today we are 3 years down
the road, what is next?
In
this solution for the challenge
provider Amsterdam we focus
on influencing inhabitants and
other actors in Amsterdam
through local businesses
(SMEs and corporates) by:
1. Create awareness & action
around the SDGs for the
businesses:
help
21
businesses work concretely
on their SDG roadmap with
the help of the SDGs and the
Design Thinking method 2.
Create
ambassadorship
around the SDG within
Amsterdam and beyond:
teaching
ambassadorship
skills so they spread the
SDGs around the city through
their
partners
and
stakeholders
Local
businesses could have a
tremendous impact on the
SDGs and the city of
Amsterdam if we help them
get started. Their influence
and possible impact is easily
overlooked even though they
have the influence to engage
big numbers of inhabitants
and
other
actors
of
Amsterdam
and
change
whole
industries
by
influencing their partners and
stakeholders.
Inclusiveness; how do we
address this?
1. We will
focus on attendants in the
program
from
specific
industries that interact with
inhabitants and other actors
in Amsterdam beyond culture,
religion, background etc. For
example, the Food industry,
fashion, Energy 2. We will
focus on local SMEs and
corporates that interact with a
great number of Amsterdam
inhabitants and other actors
3. We will focus on local
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Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

Sailmate

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

The
Station

Localise
The
Sustainable
Development Goals
(Sdgs) To Action!

blonde gone rogue

Amsterdam
Shops
Sustainable

Promoting
Thinking
Education
Promoting
Thinking
Education

Design
in

la salle

Design Thinking in
Education

We have provided a solution
to the challenge

ES

Design
in

Sunshine
Digital
Communication

Promoting
Change Architects
in Social Media

We aim
at generating
awareness for the Change
Architects program in the
Social Media, by targeting the
people that can make a
difference and help spreading

RO
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Sailmate - bags
with an impact

SMEs and corporates that
employ
Amsterdam
inhabitants and other actors
in Amsterdam
Sailmates are bags with an
impact. Upcycled sails are
turned into fashion bags. The
raw material comes from local
sailmakers
around
Amsterdam, production is
done in Amsterdam and
integrates refugees in the
making process, 10% of the
profit goes to sea rescue in
the Mediterranean. Sailmate
is the living proof that fashion
can make a positive social
and environmental impact
along the way.
The SDGs are important for
everyone, but mostly for the
young ones. Children will
benefit most from reaching
these goals as they are about
their future. So why not
involve them in creating
awareness and solutions?
The SDG Amsterdam Battle
will help them to understand
the
SDGs,
share
the
importance of them with
family, friends, businesses,
and others and start making
the world a better place.
Where shall I go if I want to
purchase
a
fashionable,
reasonably priced
dress
made in a sustainable
manner? This is the question
which we at blonde gone
rogue want to answer with our
solution that addresses point
#12 from the United Nations’
Sustainable
Development
Goals
–
Responsible
Consumption and Production.

Innovation

SDG Amsterdam
Battle
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Design
in

Design
Society

Promoting
Thinking
Education

Design
in

Intellia ICT

HoloLearn - Live
your study!

Promoting
Thinking
Education

Design
in

Three Cubes

Minecraft
Schools

Promoting
Thinking
Education

Design
in

Sterigma LTD

Sterigma
5Educational Model
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Thinking

“We can” – a cocreated marketing
solution

Promoting
Thinking
Education

in

the core values of the
program, and also increase
the
number
of
final
beneficiaries - the children.
We will use co-creation and
human-centered design to
develop a marketing solution
to reach 1,500 new teachers
for the Change Architects
program and inspire existing
ones.
We
envision
a
mechanism that reinforces
itself
through
content
generation and by attracting
additional support for future
campaigns. We also aim at
building a community of
teachers to serve as an
engine for growth and
marketing
HoloLearn bridges the gap
between the virtual and
physical worlds, by changing
the way educators and
students see, imagine, live
and learn about the world
around us. It is an augmented
reality (AR) application and
platform enabling students
and teachers to build dynamic
AR educational scenarios and
visualize 3D models in the
real environment, in real time,
and at scale.
Minecraft is the most popular
game among schoolchildren.
Minecraft Education Edition
provides all the tools for a new
and engaging way to teach in
the classroom. The sandbox
setting of the game allows for
various different approaches
and subjects to be taught.
The
game
environment
fosters
collaboration,
resource management and
creative
problem-solving
skills.
Sterigma
5E-ducational
Model
is
a
softwaresupported teaching method
that uses questions to
prepare tomorrow’s workforce
with 21st century skills—
technology literacy,problem
solving,
creativity
and
collaboration.
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Integrate to Include

Boardgamers
Leiria

Integrate to Include

Rosalie Life

let us share more
to better live!

Integrate to Include

Frederick University

SYNERGY

Integrate to Include

Fundació Bosch i
Gimpera

Chat4MentalHealt
h

Fixating
Human
Capital
In
Low
Density Areas

RuralVive - Agência
para
o
Desenvolvimento
Rural

EMPREENDE
Program

Fixating
Human
Capital
In
Low
Density Areas

Pandorahub

Shaking Carregal
da Sol Ecosystem
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de

Board games to
integrate

Harnessing the potential of
new board games as a tool for
innovation
and
social
integration for diversified
audiences and users.
Rosalie
Life:
creating
connections and consuming
reasonably
The objective of this action is
to establish solid, inclusive
and sustainable networks of
stakeholders to facilitate,
foster and safeguard the
inclusion of individuals in
terms of labour as well as
community and wider society.
This will be accomplished by
a series of actions aimed at
strengthening the bilateral
connection
between
the
individual and the community.
Reinforcing
social
interactions
in-between
persons with mental illness
and their close environment
(caregivers, relatives and
social workers) is a way to
improve their social inclusion.
Chat4MentalHealth
is
engaging the participants into
a
collective
challenging
project: the co-creation and
use of digital conversations,
as a new tool to reinforce
social interactions and to
empower the community.

PT

RuralVive is a structuring
project of entrepreneurship
and rural innovation adapted
to the constraints and
peculiarities of the rural
environment, in order to
create
a
positive
environment, to support the
emergence and growth of
businesses and employment
in order to fix the population
and bring in people from
outside.
The
Pandorahub
rural
dynamizing toolkit aids rural
communities struggling with
unemployment, depopulation
and lack of opportunities.
Through
a
series
of

PT
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Fixating
Human
Capital
In
Low
Density Areas

Hardware City

Local - my near
community

Get back to school!

Associazione
Startup City

Become
an
entrepreneur… a
possible
alternative

Get back to school!

Plurimpresa S.r.l.

Know the
market
understand
training

Get back to school!

Fondazione
Grameen Italia

i-SBE
Innovate
the
Social
Business
Education
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job
to
the

participatory and co-creation
workshops we will support the
local community to map,
activate and ground the local
entrepreneurial ecosystem,
empowering the creation of a
community hub to enable
synergies, and attract (back)
talent to the region.
“Local” is a platform to help
Young people of working age
to have more comfort living on
low density territories. Based
on their user profile they'll
have custom information and
dedicated
notifications
showing available neighbours
nearby to help, specific local
services,
notification
on
cultural agenda and access to
a point of contact with
municipality to get help and
give feedback on their needs.
A student company is a
pedagogical tool based on
practical experience by
means of
running a
complete
enterprise
project, and on interaction
with
the
external
environment
The idea is to involve the
students of the last years of
the higher institutes in a
simulation
of
enterprise.
What kind of company?
Agency for work.
They
become in this way from
users to employees of the
agency and in this way
understand the mechanisms
of the selection by putting
themselves "on the other
Side"
The
simulated
enterprise will not only be the
agency for the work but also
the
agency's
customer
companies. Some students
will simulate the HR of
customer
companies
requesting a professional
profile at the agency.
The i-SBE project aims to
promote a greater awareness
on social business 4.0 issues
among
young
students,
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providing skills for the
construction of future social
entrepreneurs and increasing
stakeholders’ participation in
the JA Italia initiative.
Broadband Access
In Rural Gaeltacht
Areas!
Connect Refugees
and Work

ArgentoVIvo

ArgentoVIvo

Connect Refugees
and Work

Cronopios sas

Start Refugees IT
Platform Creative
Promo Event

Connect Refugees
and Work

Quaster

To
know
decide

Connect Refugees
and Work

Kaleidon Srl

Get a Change!

Connect Refugees
and Work
Connect Refugees
and Work
Connect Refugees
and Work

Ask consulting

Start
Refugees
Networking
Fundraising
for
Start Refugees
WORK
INCLUSION FOR
DISADVANTAGE
D PEOPLE
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Fin Project srl
Territorio & Turismo

to

Enjoy
aging
sharing.
ArgentoVivo is a new model
of life dedicated to Seniors to
promote active aging.
The solution proposed is
addressed to promote Start
Refugees IT platform with a
one day full immersion event
directed to involve in a Action
Learning Creative Event the
three main stakeholders of
the challenge.It will be mixed
Creative Problem Solving
methodology with a cultual
and communication event
atmosphere, Our solution
want to define a workshop
format to reply in other similar
situation.
Research on SMEs and
social
cooperatives
to
define
communication
strategies aimed to improve
the work inclusion of
refugees
and
asylum
seekers
We believe that this is the way
to
communicate
the
characteristics of the project,
and motivate people to use
the website and the service of
Start Refugees. We want to
encourage companies to be a
part of this project and create
a new brand "Start Refugees,
and communicate values, the
opportunity and discovery
"the Why".
Network activation for the
exploitation of the results
Fundraising plan for Start
Refugees
Tourism sector to give an
opportunity of work inclusion
and social inclusion
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SI
IT
IT

Connect Refugees
and Work

REvive

REvive Genova

Connect Refugees
and Work
Connect Refugees
and Work

Astes

WORK ME TOO

jobs4refugees

a

Revitalize
agriculture

the

Savia Atmospheric
Fountains & Rivers

The Discovery of
Ice being 100%
Atmospheric

Revitalize
agriculture

the

Future Intelligence

QUHOMA
for
Smart
and
Collaborative
Farming

Revitalize
agriculture

the

RuralVive - Agência
para
o
Desenvolvimento
Rural

EMPREENDE
Program

MOODìka

smartDONOR®

Give Blood Now!
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Establishing a code school to
re-skill RASs in Genova on
computer programming, and
make them competent for the
ICT industry, where the
demand for skilled people is
much higher than the supply.
Creation of a local network to
sustain the work inclusion.
a

GR

Beyond Atmospheric Water
Generators, Dehumidifiers,
Desiccant-Based Generators,
Fog Nets, Dew Collectors,
and
upcoming
OrganicMetallic Frameworks – Ice´s
Truly 100% Atmospheric
already.
FINT proposes to offer its
technology to make farming
more
sustainable
and
simultaneously
more
attractive to young farmers
and unemployed people;a
concept already validated in
Greece.Doing so within Gois’
municipality's reserved land,
we will create individual plots
for every team that are
remotely monitored through a
user-friendly software while
the IoT platform will host
ADIBER’s AgEng services.
RuralVive is a structuring
project of entrepreneurship
and rural innovation adapted
to the constraints and
peculiarities of the rural
environment, in order to
create
a
positive
environment, to support the
emergence and growth of
businesses and employment
in order to fix the population
and bring in people from
outside.

ES

smartDONOR® is a multisided platform supporting
the
blood
transfusion
system in achieving selfsufficiency
based
on
voluntary,
nonremunerated
blood
donation. Through web

IT
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Give Blood Now!

Ieeng Solution

Social DonorBot

Give Blood Now!

Sincromie

DONORS
STORIES

Give Blood Now!

Soleek Lab

Dare2Give

From the ground to
concrete solutions:
Brain Drain & Lack
of Innovation - A
Social Challenge for
Messina

euforia

The Marketplace
of Messina

From the ground to
concrete solutions:
Brain Drain & Lack

Backstage

A social network
to
inspire
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platform
and
mobile
application, it offers a
complete
set
of
functionalities improving
performance
of
blood
collection logistics and
proper user experience and
service quality for the
donors.
Project aims to create a
format of chatbot integrate
with social networks and
designed to associations that
deal with blood donations.
Proposal is an optimal
solution
between
priceefficacy, thanks to a low
realization and customization
cost and its return in terms of
efficacy and therefore of
reduction and optimization of
costs related to reception and
in general to the engagement
of the donors.
FORMAT VIDEO 1 - Video
full version duration 210
seconds (promo + miniclip
interviews) 2 - Video “cut”
miniclip interviews from 45
seconds
(structure: introinterview-outro) 3 - Video
Promo in graphic animation
30 seconds
A platform (mobile app) which
takes form of a game to give
an interesting experience to
potential blood donors to
enhance their participation
and promote the act.
The Marketplace is a platform
to boost social innovation and
entrepreneurship.
It’s
a
european-wide
online
platform (with basecamp in
Switzerland)
connecting
offline communities such as in
Messina to engage and
empower
talents
and
resources from the social
innovation ecosystem. It also
provides
trainings,
educational offers and access
to mentors and coaches.
Backstage.Network is an
online
platform
enabling
professionals
and
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of Innovation - A
Social Challenge for
Messina

youngsters
Messina

in

From the ground to
concrete solutions:
Brain Drain & Lack
of Innovation - A
Social Challenge for
Messina

smartwork

Synapses
–
reconnect values
point

From the ground to
concrete solutions:
Brain Drain & Lack
of Innovation - A
Social Challenge for
Messina

REvive

REvive Messina

From the ground to
concrete solutions:
Brain Drain & Lack
of Innovation - A
Social Challenge for
Messina

WELCOME A.p.s.

InnoStrait

Next
inclusion

mission:

Associazione
Isnet

Next
inclusion

mission:

Kaleidon Srl

Social Impact of
Work Inclusion
Pathways
Be a part of!
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entrepreneurs to share their
life experience and inspire
youngsters. We partner with
JOF, a foundation which is
working with young people to
inspire them to stay and work
in the Friesland region (NL),
to support Innesta in the
operational part of engaging
with
youngsters
though
impacting events.
Synapses wants to bring
together neet and local
companies. The goal of our
solution
is
to
enable
youngsters finding a job that
meet their expectation and to
help
companies
understanding
the
opportunities of digitalization.
Synapses will help neet to
gain/improve digital skills and
so to increase their chance to
be way more suitable for the
job market.
Establishing a code school to
re-skill Messina’s youth on
computer programming and
make them competent for the
ICT industry, where the
demand for skilled people is
much higher than the supply.
InnoStrait (Open Innovation
for the Strait of Messina)
offers an easy-to-implement
Open Innovation model able
to stimulate the collaboration
of
young
talents
and
business/public sectors via
co-creation and learning by
doing process where also
other players (e.g.University
& business association) are
involved. So InnoStrait helps
to find a solution to the 2
problems identified by the
challenge
Social impact analysis of
work inclusion pathways in
social cooperatives
"Be a part of" a change: we
want to encourage
and
motivate companies to create
a roadmap for people with
disability and growing the
internal communication.
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Next
inclusion
Next
inclusion
Next
inclusion

mission:

Ask consulting

mission:

Fin Project srl

mission:

Territorio & Turismo

Next
inclusion

mission:

CDO MILANO

Next
inclusion

mission:

Next
inclusion
Next
inclusion

SPAZIO APERTO
Networking
SPAZIO APERTO
FUNDRAISING
WORK
INCLUSION FOR
DISADVANTAGE
D PEOPLE
ONE TO ONE
FOR
WORK
INCLUSION

Cluster of Social
Entrepreneurship of
Vojvodina

Web platform for
company
which
employ PwD

mission:

Serint Group Italia

mission:

Astes

Work
inclusion
accompaniment
Modelling
JOB FOR ALL

Reducing
the
plastic material!

La Salle URL

Reusable
Bags

Reducing
the
plastic material!

INNOVICS

Reducing
the
plastic material!

Strategies

Ecommerce
delivery
boxes
closed-loop
Offer 1 choice for
your customers,
the best one.
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Hemp

Network activation for the
exploitation of the results
Fundraising plan for Spazio
Aperto social cooperative
Tourism sector to give an
opportunity of work inclusion
and social inclusion

SI

Accompanying services for
small businesses to promote
the
inclusion
of
disadvantaged people in work
Create an web platform,
which includes and offers
together
products
and
services
of
companies
registered in accordance with
the Law on Employment of
Persons with Disabilities (Law
D
Lgs
276/2003)
and
educational part of platform
for educate target groups,
contributes
to
joint
appearance, better visibility
and
indirectly
better
employment of people with
disabilities.
Analyse, improve and spread
the Model of Social Inclusion

IT

Creation of a local network to
sustain the work inclusion.

IT

In order to reduce the use of
plastic bags in online retail
operations, the idea is to use
reusable Hemp bags for the
picking and delivery of the
products through the offering
of an Eco-Friendly delivery
option. The client will give
back the used bags in the
next delivery. That way no
waste is being created.
Ecommerce delivery boxes
closed-loop

ES

Offer 1 choice for your
customers, the best one. The
biobased bag, for shopping
and trash and using a box
halving use.Reducing plastic
use by 100%. “To Keep Your
Customers, Keep It Simple”
“Making Decisions Simple”.
Harvard Business Review
Zalando:
“Humans
are

FI
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IT

CS

IT

PT

Reducing
the
plastic material!

CSIC

Plastic Bag that
Biodegrades
in
the Environment

Reducing
the
plastic material!

International
Iberian
Nanotechnology
Laboratory

Water-resistant,
thermo-insulated
eco paper-bags

Let Us Study In a
Better Place

Associazione GR

the Green-House
Classroom

Let Us Study In a
Better Place

Associazione
Culturale
Aurea
Phoenix

The
Path

Let Us Study In a
Better Place

Associazione
Culturale Pandora

Agorà 2.0
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Sculpture

surprisingly bad at choosing
between
many
options,
quickly getting overwhelmed
and choosing ‘none of the
above’ or making poor
choices.”
This proposal intends to
develop
specific
biopackaging in the form of a
plastic
bag
that
will
biodegrade
in
the
environment and that will also
have improved performance
to reduce thickness and
hence packaging materials
consumption.
A
water
resistant,
thermally-insulated, paper
bag will be fabricated by
coating regular paper bags
with a thin layer (< 10
micrometre) of a blend of
hydrophobic biopolymers
and
alginate
microaerogels, approved for food
contact. The new paper bag
will be suitable to replace
plastic bags in retail for
wet,
greasy,
and
refrigerated groceries.
The greenhouse Room is an
experimental laboratory in
which the botanical world can
dialogue with the illustrative
one. The aim is to make the
school environment richer
and, in the meantime,
introduce students to the art
of botanical and entomology
literature.
A workshop focus on teaching
a new job to the students that
at the same time will
rediscover the pleasure of
manual work and art.
Realizing several mural
interventions in the area
that surround the high
school and developing a
site specific artwork inside
the school, we want to
activate
a
participated
urban regeneration process
giving the chance to
students to
live their
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ES

PT

IT

IT

IT

Let Us Study In a
Better Place

University of Crete

Engaged learners

Let Us Study In a
Better Place

Three Cubes

Minecraft
Schools

Welcome to Reggio
Emilia

PopWave

Reggio Hub

Welcome to Reggio
Emilia

idea-re

ONE,
Open
Networking
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in

territory
in
a
more
emotional way.
This proposal involves a
strategy to increase students’
engagement
in
the
classroom. In particular, we
propose to use a type of
teaching activities to create a
learning environment, in
which students will verbally
participate more, engage in
the teaching subjects in
multiple modes (e.g. arts),
respond to the subjects in a
creative way, be activated on
multiple levels (holistically),
develop richer relations with
their classmates, feel that the
teaching hour pass more
quickly,
experience
challenging situations, and
have a positive affective
experience.
Minecraft is the most popular
game among schoolchildren.
Minecraft Education Edition
provides all the tools for a new
and engaging way to teach in
the classroom. The sandbox
setting of the game allows for
various different approaches
and subjects to be taught.
The
game
environment
fosters
collaboration,
resource management and
creative
problem-solving
skills.
Reggio HUB is a team
composed
by
local
students that manage a
visibility and contacts plan
focused on priority target
(foreign students) trough a
innovative web portal. The
REGGIO HUB’s course
wants to be an opportunity
of
intercultural
and
experiencial exchange, a
way to activate middle-term
relationships
not
only
beween foreign students
and university/companies
but also between the
students themselves.
Our proposal has the purpose
to remove obstacles to
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GR

LT

IT

IT

Environment
young talents

for

Welcome to Reggio
Emilia

InterInnov

AUSTRALO

Welcome to Reggio
Emilia

euforia

The Marketplace
of Reggio Emilia

Welcome to Reggio
Emilia

Freelanced
Professional

GLOBAL CITY
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innovation, while enhancing
enabling factors. We propose
a combination of an Open
Source tool already tested in
a
wide
environment
(Lombardy Region, Italy) and
networking and innovation
facilitation services to attract
young
talents
from
international reserch centers.
Our target is to establish new
long term business and
research relationships.
AUSTRALO is a service
platform
to
catalyze
Academic and Professional
Mobility Programs at global
scale, generating greater
outreach and more flexibility
by
1)
Connecting
researchers, innovators &
students to a global network
of ecosystems from Science,
Entrepreneurship
and
Industry; 2) Making available
a
list
of
increasingly
personalized
services,
including
advertising,
matchmaking & legal support
The Marketplace is a platform
to boost social innovation and
entrepreneurship.
It’s
a
european-wide
online
platform (with basecamp in
Switzerland)
connecting
offline communities such as in
Reggio Emilia to engage and
empower
talents
and
resources from the social
innovation ecosystem. It also
provides
trainings,
educational offers and access
to mentors and coaches.
Finding the best possible
people who can fit within the
firms and contribute to the
organization’s
aims
and
objectives in a constructive
way is a challenge and an
opportunity. The enterprise
can develop relationships
with potential candidates long
before needing them through
a reserved bank of skills that
will also help in recruiting a
large pool of candidates when
a current position is available
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FR

CH

IT

Welcome to Reggio
Emilia

Certhidea srl

BUS - BUsiness
Square

Reggio Emilia has a strong
vocation
for
internationalization. We want
to
strengthen
the
city
attraction towards foreign
talents. We will do it through
the implementation of a web
platform that allows to create
a virtual community where it
will be possible to share
business opportunity, ideas,
and projects in order to create
added value in terms of
innovative skills and link to
opportunities.

IT

Co-operative
Producer-led
Initiative for the
Artisan Food Sector

Ireland
Advisory
Limited

Artisan
Food
Project Solution Mr. John Daly

IE

Co-operative
Producer-led
Initiative for the
Artisan Food Sector

FOOD-360

FOOD-360, YOU
PRODUCE, WE
DELIVER

Co-operative
Producer-led
Initiative for the
Artisan Food Sector

Alpha
Omega
Consultants Ltd.

Submission from
Alpha
Omega
Consultants

Based
on
personal
experience,
John
Daly
understands the opportunity
to leverage economies of
scale and multiplier effects
through
collaborative
development and promotion
including
regional
food
initiatives. He has personally
sourced
products,
built
brands and delivered food
products to multiple retailers
for many years and has some
of the resources in place
already help deliver on this
challenge.
Opening
up
potential
markets for artisan food
producers. using a network
of regional distribution
hubs coupled with digital
technology
to
provide
access to sales markets at
affordable costs.
Putting more vans on the road
is not the solution to the
challenge of distribution for
artisan food producers. Every
day, small producers cross
paths with one another as
they deliver their goods to the
same shops in the same
towns, often on the same
days. Our proposal identifies
how a co-operative approach
would work, using a central
warehouse model, shared
deliveries, networking and
technology..
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Food
Services
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IE

IE

Encourage
A
Sustainable Society
With Daylicacy
Find Your Space!

TICE.
Learn

Live

and

Tice Study Time

Find Your Space!

Three Cubes

Minecraft
schools

Distribute
unsold
goods to non profit
organisation

La salle url

Food route

Distribute
unsold
goods to non profit
organisation

Frederick University

SoFood

Distribute
unsold
goods to non profit
organisation

Marzee Labs SL

ReSeed

in

The project proposes a
technological transfer of an
innovative
service
and
evidence-based educational
methodologies,
especially
addressed to youngsters with
educational special needs
and/or cognitive disorders
Minecraft is the most popular
game among schoolchildren.
Minecraft Education Edition
provides all the tools for a new
and engaging way to teach in
the classroom. The sandbox
setting of the game allows for
various different approaches
and subjects to be taught.
The
game
environment
fosters
collaboration,
resource management and
creative
problem-solving
skills.

NULL

Create a digital solution to
allow traceability of the food in
the whole process in order to
avoid
inefficiencies
&
distribute resources in a more
fair way.
The project has two core
objectives: 1) To minimise
food waste of edible food, and
2) To minimise the group of
people who face food
insecurity. The main aims of
the project are to a) minimise
the amount of wasted food in
various levels of economic
activity, e.g. supermarkets,
hotels, b) offer food to people
who cannot satisfy their basic
needs by offering them food
that otherwise would be
wasted.
Connecting donators and
social associations

ES

LT

Social Inclusion Of
People Away From
Employment
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CY

ES

Improve Technical
Characteristics Of
Local Eco-Friendly
Wool To Sustain
Local Environment
Improve efficiency
of social treatment
of mental disability

CerQana

CerQana

CerQana improves autonomy
and inclusion of seniors and
dependent people, adapting
any smartphone to the
specific capabilities of each
person at each moment of
their lives. It also adds a set of
new features that allow
relatives or caregivers to
check on the users' wellbeing
remotely, so if they need
assistance can be helped
inmediately.

ES

New
Life
Products!

to

Fundacja Slawek

ReStart BIKE

PL

New
Life
Products!

to

Beza Projekt

Start Up to Design

New
Life
Products!

to

Fondazione
Ecosistemi

Circular
Economy
Sustaining Tools

New
Life
Products!

to

Quaster

Product
Reuse
Promotion

A business solution, where 8
ex-convicts selected on the
basis of their skills are trained
to repair, restore and remake
used
bikes
(creating
snowploughs and bike-based
vehicles for selling goods) as
well to produce artistic items
from bicycle upcycled parts.
Designs are provided by
students of Warsaw Fine Arts
Academy and the bicycles
handed over by inhabitants of
Warsaw and the municipality.
12 foster care alumni, as part
of a wider programme for
becoming
independent,
participate
in
a
comprehensive course and
internship (200h) project of
design through upcycling
conducted in Warsaw with the
help
of
professional
designers, acquiring practical
skills
and
overcoming
psychological burdens. 2
social organisations and our
design studio take part, with
profits
supporting
social
purposes.
Tools to promote change of
attitudes and behaviours of
the
citizens
in
their
commitment for the circular
economy
Product reuse promoted by
craft workers who induce the
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PL

IT

IT

consumers to consider the
second hand markets instead
of buying new goods
A
Solution
for
public
transport,
parking
accessibility
and
waste collection

KIOS Research and
Innovation Centre
of Excellence

Efficient tracking
of buses using
Mobile App

A
Solution
for
public
transport,
parking
accessibility
and
waste collection

Ieeng Solution

LiveYpsonas

A
Solution
for
public
transport,
parking
accessibility
and
waste collection

Roots
Studio

A
SOLUTION
FOR
PUBLIC
TRANSPORT

A
Solution
for
public
transport,
parking
accessibility
and
waste collection
A
Solution
for
public
transport,
parking
accessibility
and
waste collection

Y.A.MOUSKOS
ELECTROTEAM
LTD

Traffic Solution

Gentoo LTD

GENTOO
MUNICIPALITY
PLATFORM
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Creative

The idea is to use energyefficient
algorithms
to
implement
a
mobile
application that will be able to
provide
real-time
and
accurate information about
estimated bus arrival times for
each bus stop.
To morph Ypsonas into smart
city, an open data platform
will be set up through the
employment
of
low-cost
microcontroller
boards
equipped
with
sensors.
Thanks to such infrastructure,
will be possible to collect data
and information for designing
advanced
services
for
citizens. In addition, a mobile
application for citizens will
allow reservation of public
transport
and
parking
available.
Our Solution, an appropriate
and sustainable Bus Stop
structure
that
will
be
ergonomic
for
all,
environmentally
friendly,
contemporary and accessible
for disable people.
QPS

CY

The world is rapidly changing
and people are adopting
technological solutions in
their day to day operations.
Technology does not only
make life easier and more
efficient, it also enables better
communication
and
collaboration. In a growing
municipality like Ypsonas, the
demand for the use of
technology is growing, and
we can offer a dynamic
platform to enhance the
citizens’ daily lives by making
things more simple and
disseminating
information
faster.

CY
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IT

CY

CY

A
Solution
for
public
transport,
parking
accessibility
and
waste collection

Nable Solutions

Clean City

A
Solution
for
public
transport,
parking
accessibility
and
waste collection

ConnectiVision
Digital interations
LTD

Electric Future

A
Solution
for
public
transport,
parking
accessibility
and
waste collection

Jarfab
Payesh
Consulting
Engineers

Smart City

A
Solution
for
public
transport,
parking
accessibility
and
waste collection

ALGOLYSIS LTD

Tasbin - Smart
Waste Detection
and Mapping

A
Solution
for
public
transport,
parking

Rich Bishop Ltd

Digital Information
using
existing
technology
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Waste management is a
challenge that concerns our
society as a whole and is not
only about the efforts of the
Municipality. We need to
implement new innovative
services
to
raise
environmental
awareness,
collaboration
and
civic
engagement. Clean City is an
all-in-one solution for waste
management, powered by a
web-based platform and a
mobile application.
It is time for Ypsonas to jump
on the wagon of electric
mobility. The promotion of
electric scooters and bicycles
could alleviate the city's
parking problems as well as
assist
with
the
public
transportation issues facing
the whole island of Cyprus.
Smart city plan suggested by
our company consist of two
main parts: technological and
managerial
innovation
strategies and action plans. in
the technological innovations
as the challenge owner
wanted we will focus on using
the sensors and mobile apps
in managerial strategies we
work
on
stakeholder
engagement and providing
incentives to motivate citizens
use public transport instead of
cars
Solid waste accumulation and
illegal dumping in and around
urban areas remains a key
challenge
for
Municipal
authorities'
waste
management
services,
negatively
affecting
the
environment and degrading
the citizen's quality of life.
Tasbin,
is
a
garbage
detection
and
mapping
platform
that
leverages
artificial
intelligence
to
provide authorities with the
next generation tools for
tackling the problem
Let's not reinvent the wheel. If
we focus on some immediate
process
changes,
using
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CY

IR

CY

GB

accessibility
and
waste collection
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existing technology, which
means there's no high
maintenance costs long term;
we can achieve a lot in a short
time,
with
huge
costeffectiveness. Plus, by using
off-the-shelf
services,
it
reduces the risk of long term
reliance on one bespoke
software system.
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